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1 LIST OF SYMBOLS

I R/C Rate of climb, feet/minutes

GW Gross weight

NG Gas generator RPM

SM Rate of change pitching moment with respect to pitching
velocity

Iy Moment of inertia, Y axisI y
It Incidence angle, horizontal tail

I Moment of inertia, X axis
x

I Moment of inertia, Z axis

C Pitching moment coefficient

K Elevator effectiveness parameter
e

Cm 8  Pitching moment coef, due to elevator 6

S6 Elevator deft
e

SC f Rolling moment due to aileron 6

a

aL Left aileron defl.aL

:14ajt Right aileron defl.

C1  Rolling moment coeff.

C Yaw moment coeff.

l cna% Yaw moment dus to aileron 6

d6 d Aileron droop

ICn Yaw moment due to rudder dull.ISI Ix 4



SYMBOLS (Continued)

V Velocity, true
T

a Rudder deflection

L Rate of change of rolling moment with respect to roll
velocity

TAB True airspeed, knots

V Equivalent airspeed feet/sea.e

V True airspeed along flight path, knots

VL Structural limdt speed
|L

VS Stalling speed, knots

a Angle of attack, degrees

P v Wing fan louver angle, degrees

F Denotes an increment

6f Flaps, angle of deflection, degrees

CAB calibrated airspeed

KIAS indicated airspeed, knots

FPS Feet per second

CL Lift coefficient, complete model
CM

C M Pitching moment ooeff at CG

Fr Force - rudder pedals

FSA Foroe - stick ailt~rou
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8Beta stoner
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1. 0 INTRODUCMION

Theoretical studies, simulator evaluations, grnund tests and flight tests
were conducted to substantiate the flightwo-thness of the XV-5A Research

Vehicles. This report describes the work accomplished, the procedures

followed to provide the substantiation; describes the dcvelopment and de-

sign of the aircraft, and delineatec. ,perational reliiibility information.

Submittal of this report is made in accord:' !e with Government Contract

No. DA 44-177-TC-715.

The technical section of the report is divided into eight principal sections.

These are:

3.0 Aircraft Performance
4.0 Strength Requirements and Compliance

5.0 DeAgn arnd Construction - C.-neral

6.0 Propulsion System

7.0 Equipment

8.0 Operating Limitations and Information

9.0 Reliability Data

10.0 Components

Section 3. 0 provides a dis -ussion and substantiating curves of stalling

spe•czs, takeoff, climb and landiig performance, and the speed-altitude

envelope. A VTOL single engine minimum recovery envelope is also

presented.

Sec!ion 4. 0 describes the structural design requirements, their suitability

to this airci aft, and confirms that the aircraft meets requirements.

Section 5. 0 discusses the general considerations of design and construc-

tion, and shows the application of acceptable aircraft practice for the

choice and use of imatcrials, manufacturing methods, and quality assurance.

The propulsion system discussed in Section 6i. 0 provides flightworthiness

qualifying data, and lists the pertinent (Geefral Electric reports. The

section describes the suitaoility, and the ol.-'ating characteristics of the

propulsion system, its accessories and subsystems.

Adequacy and flightworthiness oi instruments, electrical systemin, hydrau-

lic system, cont-ol systc'n, stability augmentation system, cockpit envi-

ronn•ent, !anding gear a:d spvcific safety provisions are shown in

I A



Section 7. 0. Presented are design philosophy, installed performance and
the references, which substantiate the fact that these systems are safe
and proper, and will provide aircraft dependability. 1

Section 8. 0 summarizes, and provides a guide to other published data
related to the operating limits of the XV-5A aircraft.

Reliab. 11y is Jiscussed in Section 9.0. Applicable curves, tables and
figures are presented. ]
Secuon 10. 0 lists all parts which are not classified or "standard quali-
fied", and discusses the acceptability of each such unqualified part for I
use in the XV-5A aircraft.

I
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I
2.0 CONLUSIONS

I " .The data provided In this report-indicate that the XV-5A aircraft is safe

and airworthy. This conclusion a-Jbe• wsubstantiated by analysis, ground

test and flight test.

The XV-SA is shown to be structurally sound and suitabl for use in a

flight test program of at least 250 hours. The airplane was manufactur'ed

to exacting aircraft standards in choice and use of materials, components

1and subsysteus, and was manufactured and tested with strict quality con-

trol standards maintained. Safety and airworthiness of the XV-5A VTOL

Ii aircraft, using the lift fan concept, has been demonstrated.

Performance predictions were substantiated by test. Stalling speeds are
slightly higher than predicted, but are sufficiently close to indicate correct

predictions of speeds. Slight buffet occurs as a stall warning, but normal

quick recovery results. Takeoff and climb performance indicate safe

margins and stable flight. Landing characteristics are normal in CTOL.

VTOL stability is good at all rates of descent. The aircraft flies with

adequate control at the boundaries of the predicted speed-altitude envelope,

through conversion, and at speeds higher and lower than conversion speed.

'Flight tests indicate that controllability is adequate and in agreement with

"acceptable standards. Control is satisfactory in VTOL and CTOL

throughout the flight envelope, and during ground roll and taxi. Flutter

analysis, and experimental ground, wind tunnel and flight tests indicate

that the aircraft is free of flutter within the prescribed flight envelope.

Reliability and failure analyses confxrm that the overall failure pattern

[ fcllowed the typical failure incidence curve, and that early failure rates

were reduced as "infant mortalities". The failure curve levelled off

a •after the fourth rrporting period. Total system failure rate (in terms of

failures per hour of system time as defined in the report) reduced from

an initial value of 5.3349, to between 2.0000 and 2.5000 for the later

reporting periods during the flight test program.

31 -/
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3.0 AIRCRAFT PERFORMANCE

3.1 PERFORMANCE SUMMARY

3.1.1 Stalling Speeds

Predicted stalling speeds in both the conversion configuration and the
conventional flaps-down configuration are presented in Reference 1, which
indicates the thrust in pounds to determine the power-on stall speeds.
These data were derived from wind tunnel tests of models simulating the
specified configurations and are presented in Figures 1 through 3.

Flight tests obtained stall speeds at all conditions. Results of these tests
"-' indicate that the estimates are close to actual values. The indications

are based on chase plane reported values, and are compared to estimated
values in Figure 4.

Data obtained from the Ames full scale wind tunnel test facility indicate
that the quoted stall speeds are somewhat conservative. The maximum
lift coefficients and stall angles of attack obtained were greater than
"those used in the prediction of the stall speeds. This was an expected
result, since the small scale data were not corrected for the benefits of
increased size of the actual aircraft.

-- Comments concerning the controllability at and near the stall condition

will be found in Section 3. 2.4 of this report.

°" 3.1.2 Takeoff Performance

Takeoff performance Is presented in three modes, VTOL, STOL, and
CTOL. (See Reference 2 for complete performance predictions).

VTOL Mode

- •Figure 5 is a plot of total trimmed lift vs. altitude for standard and hot
atmospheres and represents maximum available lift. Takeoff weights
are obtained by dividing the quoted values by a factor to allow for control
margin. A factor of 1.05 allows a 5 percent control margin, a factor of
1.10 allows a 10 percent margin, etc.

These data are based on Reference 3. This report presents the static
performance of the lift and pitch fan systems a It pertains to the XV-6A
Installation. Average wing and pitch fan performance based on

SiS
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Flightworthinecs and Acceptance Tests of the fans was used in conjunction
with minimum J-85 gas generator performance.

STOL Mode

Figure 6 is a plot of total distance over a 50-foot obstacle at two different
altitudes for an ARDC Standard Day. These results were estimated using
propulsion data based on the abovementioned General Electric memoran- --

dum, and aircraft characteristics derived from model wind tunnel tests.

No flight tests have been made in which minimum takeoff distances have
been measured. Fan mode takeoffs and landings have been made, but not
with the object of attaining maximum performance.

CTOL Mode

Figure 7 is a plot of total distance over a 50-foot obstacle for the same
conditions as specified in the STOL take-off data. These results were
estimated on minimum J-85 gas generator performance adjusted for
installation losses, and aircraft characteristics derived from model wind
tunnel tests.

No specific flight tests have been made in which takeoff distances have
been measured. Flight test results do indicate that these predictions are
reasonable.

3. 1.3 Climb Performance

Figures 8 and 9 present altitude vs. maximum rate of climb, and the
altitude vs. velocity for maximum rate of climb for the conventional flight

configuration.

lEstimated rates of climb were derived from J-85 gas generator minimum
* performance and wind tunnel test aircraft characteristics.

3.1.4 Landing Performance

Figure 10 presents the landing distance over a 50 foot obstacle in the
conventional flight mode. Ground roll distance is also presented.

These data were estimated from wind tunnel aircraft characteristics and
assume that the thrust spoilers balance exactly 1G00 of the idle thrust.

6



3.1.5 Speed-Altitude Envelope

Figure 11 presents the estimated speed-altitude envelope at four basio
weights. These data were generated using minimum J-865 gas generator
performance and tunnel test derived aircraft characteristics.

Figure 12 presents a comparison of the flight experience envelope of
March 3, 1965, with the estimated speed-altitude envelope for the 10, 000
pound gross weight aircraft in the clean conflu-at/o. The maximum
power line, labeled as 102% RPM, was derived from the original engine
specifications. The 102% RPM applies to the present rerated engines, as
does also the point labeled 98% RPM. The respective power settings for
the engine as originally rated are 100% and 96%. The point labeled 98%
RPM (406 KIAS at 8,000 ft.), when oompared w#h predicted values an the
basis of equivalent engine ratings, agrees exactly.

Figures 13 and 14 show the flight experience envelopes in various flaps-K . down onfgratios with landing par extended, and on with ap
Sup, gear extended Note tha the prooonversion • iurat/•io In oneo
S~~~the onrto presented.

3.1.6 VTOL Single Engine Minimum - Recovery Envelope.

The data of Figure 15 were derived from model wind tunnel tests and
J-85 gas generator minimum performance. The information presented
also was verified by test pilots flying the Rya flight simulator. Flight
test data have been obtained i fan mode usin a two-engine power ttmng
to simulate one engine at full power.

3.2 Q =•=UJ21

S€Qualitative flight test data on a point check basi verified the estimated
controllability and stability limits. T7e information oontalmed fn tts

4. following paragraphs is based on the analy"s of Referencso 4. 5, wd 6
as well as on pertinent pilot comments.

zI3 az3.2.1 VTOL and CT(OL Cottolblt,

3.2.1.1 VTOL

lNVOStWOatlo Of control aracerIstICS was 000oAdW On te " VIOL
fliMht simulator, and is reported fn detail hr Bference 4. Tie fligt
simulator consisted of a cocknit mookup, a visual displa for s degrees-
of-freedom, actual electrial, meehanical, and tdraulli oontrol syutems
of he airplne, and the necessary analag computer equimmet.

9 7



Quantitative measurements of control positions were obtained with poten-
tiometers. Airplane forces, moments, rates, positions, etc., were
determined from the analog computer solution of the equations of motion.
Cockpit control forces were measured by means of strain gages.

Loqitwinal Control

Airoraft pitch aogle response and requirements for one inch, and full
control displacements are shown in Figure 16. The condition is for the
specified pitch damping of Reference 7 and for a c. g. location at Station
243. TU angular response requirements are exceeded for both the one
Inch and full control inputs. The available pitching moment from trim
for full stick displacements is dependent upon c. g. position, since the
nob. fan is used for trim as well as for control.

The total pitching moment developed on the aircraft at zero angle of at-
tack ier neutral, full aft, and full forward longitudinal stick positions is
showr in Figure 17. The available pitching moment from trim, for con-
trol in the nose down direction, is minimum in the speed range from 40
to 50 knots true airspeed, although the required 10% of the maximum
attainable moment in hovering flight is exceeded.

Iat3ral Control

Aircraft response to roll control inputs is shown in Figure 18 as the roll
angle achieved, after 1/2-second following the control input. Results
are shown for both the basic aircraft with inherent fan damping only, and
for the required roll damping level of -8750 ft. lb. /ad. /sec. The angular
response requirements are exceeded for both 1 inch and full lateral stick
inputs.

Directional Control

Yaw angular response to rudder pedal control inputs is given in Figure
19 for the basic aircraft and for the specified yaw damping of -25, 000
ft. lb. /rad. /sec. The yaw angle produced by I inch rudder pedal dis-
placements with the above damping is below the required 5. 070 (by about

20). The yaw angle obtained for full control inputs exceeds the require-
ment by approximately 5*.

3.2.1.2 CTQLL

The data presented are the result of extensive analysis of small-scale and

full-scale wind tunnel test data. The analysis Is reported In Reference 5.

5!



Longitudinal Control

Elevator effectivensUsOin presented in Figures 20, 21 and 22. 7he ap-

plicblea. . rage nd achnwmbr rngearenoted.

j ~Lateral CotrolI

Aileron effectiveness and yawing mnoment doe to ailesron defiection cha-

j ~acteristlos are preseoted in Figures 23 sand 24.

Directional Control

Figure 25 presents rudder effectiveness verona Macb musber.

3.2.2 VTOL Trim

Hovering lateral trarnslations to the left and right at varioiu speed an
showns in Figures 26 and 27. The maximum translatioml speed attalmed
duaring flight test was 16 knots, comrpared with 35 Iansol as speolfed kW
Referenoe 1, and wag limtited by a combination of the availbl roll ems-
trol power and lateral spee stability, which were simulated.

3.2.3 VTOL sand CTOL Stability

3.2.3.1 VTO

Siotic stability Is reportsi In detilg In Usebrosus 5 hlr bolh do in sods
and convetional fligt mode. Stati stability estimate ane bsdond
emnail-seals wind tnnasl data alom.

Dynamic stability Investigations ane reported In ReferoooeG. Mwge
Investigations used the ilym VTOL flight simulator, whic Is described

in Section 3. 2. 1.1.

(3 ~~Estimated loaginullal static stability In the trassitloo sped ragp ts
3 prosented on Figure 28. While the absolute stability level to no well

II ~~~defined, the "Ida icate a destabilizing Influemee ibi to sose tm ope-
atio. The abi&pa" is statically stabl at thrws cOftables los Im he

0. 92, which to equivalent to a flight speed of qppre amatsi T0 Inles.



Diaaic Iositudinal

Lo"itudinal stick-fixed damping requirements in terms of period of
oscillation and time to damp are shown in Figure 29. Some results are

shown of the transi mt response of the aircraft to vertical gusts imposed
on the flight sien~ator. A long peroid, well damped oscillation was ap-

parent at 40 knots flight speed. At very low speeds, the nscillation was

of similar period with nearly neutral damping.

Control system adjustability characteristics with respect to the hovering

longitudinal control criteria outlined in Reference 7 are shown in Figure 30.
The pointin the acceptable zone corresponds to the damping level

specified in Reference 7, and also to the control sensitivity determined

from the slope of the pitch control power curve through neutral longitudinal
stick position. The point in the desirable zone at a damping-to-inertia

ratio of 2.0, illustrates an arbitrary change in damping level obtainable

from gain changes in the stability augmentation system. The damping
moment available is not independent of control inputs, due to the

limited authority of the stabilization system or, expressed another
way, the limiting pitch rate below which the damping moment is linear varies
inversely with the damping level. For example, for the damping-to-inertia
ratio of 2.0, the stabilization system "saturates" at a pitch rate of
approximately 9"/sec.

For the reasons discussed above, the terminal pitch angular velocity

is undefined. The required pitch rate of 20*/sec. is the saturation rate
for a damping level of 13,700 ft.lb./rad./sec.

Directional and Lateral

Steady sideslip angles at various transition speeds shown in Figures 31

through 34, show positive directional stability and dihedral effect
for all of the speeds investigated. A maximum sideslip angle of 370
was obtained at 41 knots with less than 80% lateral control, but this angle is

well beyond the wind tunnel test data used to define the lateral-directional
stability characteristics of the aircraft. Maximum sideslip angle
varied from 160 at 53 knots, to 9* at 96 knots. Sideslip angles were

limited by roll control at 53 knots and by yaw control at 71 and 96 knots.
Reasonably linear variations of both lateral-directional control
positions and forces were obtained for all speeds.

Lateral control system characteristics (with respect to the control cri-
tdrin of Figure 4 of Reference 7) are shown in Figure 35. The slope of
the hovering roll acceleration curve through neutral lateral stick gives

10
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a control power to inertia ratio of. 342, and the specified damping level

of 8750 ft. lb. /rad. !sec. provides a damping-to-inertia ratio of 2. 05

which falls within the acceptable zone of Figure 35. A value of damping-

to-inertia ratio of 3.0 requires an increase in the augmented damping to

12,800 ft. lb. /rad. /sec. which is only 20% of the maximum stabilization

system damping capability. At the damping level of 12,800 ft. lb. /rad. /
sec., roll rat.-s up to ll/sec. result in linear damping moments with

I roll rate.

Control system adjustability in yaw requires adjustable cockpit control
T travel to provide variable control sensitivity. Yaw damping flexibility

is provided by the stabilization system as for the pitch and roll axes.

"The required rolling velocity in hovering flight of 30/sec. was achieved
with approximately 80% lateral stick displacement for the lateral control

-. power simulated. In the case of yaw, assuming a maximum available
yawing moment of 15,000 ft. lb., a yawing velocity of 50 0/sec. requires
"reducing the specified yaw damping of -25, 000 ft. lb. /rad. /sec. by about

30%.

3.2.3.2 CTOL

Static stability is reported in detail in Reference 5, and is based on
small-scale wind tunnel data. Dynamic stability investigations utilized the
Ryan VTOL flight simulator.

Static Longitudinal

The static longitudinal characteristics are indicated in Figures 36 through

40. These figures indicate that characteristics are satisfactory at all
speeds up to Mach 0.8. Neutral static stability may be encountered above

Mach 0. 7 at lift coefficients corresponding to high normal load factors,
V /Deterioration in high speed, static longitudinal stability with increasing

# .• lift coefficient, is gradual, except near Mach 0. 8, where an abrupt
pitch-up is anticipated at the highes, attainable load factors at high alti-

Stude. Above Mach 0. 8, the static stability is unsatisfactory and requires
that extreme caution be exercised during flight investigations of high

speed maneuvering characteristics, particularly at high altitudes or
high normal load factors.

Dynamic Longitudinal

I In the conventional, clean airplane configuration, the longitudinal short

period mode meets the damping requirements of Referenoe 7 throughout

I ,.•.,• • . • ....•.. .. ,..... . .. .. .....



the flight envelope as shown in Figure 41. The natural frequency of the
short period mode is less than that required by the specification at 40,000
feet, and for speeds less than M =. 75 at 30, 000 feet, M = 0.60 at 20, 000

feet and M = 0. 30 at sea level. While the low natural frequency may be
undesirable for a fighter-type aircraft, this characteristic, where it

exists, should not affect the utility of the aircraft for its intended purpose,
or require any unusual piloting techniques.

Freeing the controls reduces to a slight degree the speed-altitude range,
wherein the short period requirements of Reference 7 are satisfied be-
cause of a small reduction in natural frequency and increase in damping
ratio, as depicted in Figure 42.

The longitudinal dynamic stability characteristics in the Cc ventional
flight landing configuration are satisfactory for flight testing at all flight

conditions. S'tatic longitudinal stability becomes marginal at high angles

of attack, but the flight characteristics are satisfactory, primarily due
to high pitch damping.

Directional and Lateral

The dutch roll characteristics in the conventional flight landing config-
uration meet the requirements of Reference 7 at all speeds above approx-
imately 120 knots at sea level. The dutch roll damping is estimated to

be only slightly less than the requirement between 95 and 120 knots.
These characteristics are indicated in Figure 43.

The characteristics of the lateral-directional oscillation, or dutch roll
mode, in the clean airplane configuration, as indicated in Figure 44, meet
the requirements of Reference 7 at all speeds from 15% above the stall
speed, to Mach 0.8 at altitudes below about 25, 000 feet. At altitudes
from 25, 000 to 40, 000 feet, the requirements are satisfied for speeds
above approximately Mach 0. 7. At speeds below about Mach 0.6, and

at altitudes above 25, 000 feet, the relative magnitude of the rolling
motion to sideslipping in the dutch roll mode increases with little change
in damping as a result of increasing dihedral effect at high angles of

attack. This characteristic is common at high altitude and low speed for
aircraft without artificial damping, and is not expected to affect the util-
ity of the aircraft for research purposes.

Aeroelastic and controls-free considerations had no ,ignflcant effect on
the dutch roll characteristics for any of the flight conditions investigated.
This is shown in Figures 45 and 46.

12



The static and dynamic stability characteristics above Mach 0. 8 up to the
structural speed limit of Mach 0. 9 are unsatisfactory, due to rising static
longitudinal instability, rapid loss in pitch damping and rapid loss of

control power about all three axes.

Pitch-yaw coupling may result in exceeding the vertical and lateral limit
load factors during rapid, 360 degree rolling maneuvers at high apeeds
with rudder and elevator fixed. Prolonged rolling maneuvers with3 lateral control displacements up to one-half of full throw at dynamic
pressures less than 250 to 300 pounds per square foot proiuce only small
variations in load factor. The effects of pitch-yaw coupling at all flight

conditions have not been investigated at the present time.

*3.2.4 Stalls

F'rom comments of pilots, it appears that there are no adverse stall
3 characteristics. Stalls in straight, climbing and turning flight all ex-
U hibit the same characteristics. A dropping of the right wing at the stall

is encountered, and recovery is normal. A light buffeting is encountered
prior to the stall, which gives adequate warning.

3.2.5 Spinning

Spinning characteristics have not bWen investigated.

3i.2.6 Ground Handling

Taxi control italormution consists of pilot comments both during and after
flight. In gene-ral, the pilot reported excellent stability during both high
and lo--. ispeed tax! runs. The stiff nose wheel damping produced good
longitwdinal stability and the pilot reported no divergent directional

oscillatory motions.

Sli. .e there is no nose wheel steering, the aircraft requtred moro thm
average differential braking for mnvlnuverability. Caution is required

ze in uasing the brakes. as the airplant could spin on ua* main wheel.
Excessive braking can cause overheating and brake fade it mauciinumii continuous braking is employed to come to :1 full stop from 80 knots.f ~Such a procedure will necessitate replacemetil of brake disacs.

Most fadle and overheat problems were due to residual thruset produced
by the engines at idle power acting against *-h brakes. Residual thrust

In the Idle power position can propel #,he airplane at grouwd asiceds up to

I13 4



50 knots in a no-wind, no-brakes situation. Brake effectiveness was

considered marginal, but satisfactory in terms of the intended use of
the aircraft (i. e., essentially a prototype vertical flight research
vehicle).

Thrust spoiler use to aid in decelerating the vehicle after landing or
high speed taxi was initiated about half-way through the test program.
The pilot reported excellent results; the airplane was easier to slow
down, and the brakes remained much cooler. It is recommended that
the spoiler 4 be used on any long or high speed taxi runs to avoid rapid

deterioration of the brake discs. The best procedure is intermittent
operation of the spoilers to control desired maneuvering speed, with
the brakes applied only as necessary.

Cross-wind taxi control was reported as satisfactory but with a weather-
cocking tendency. This tendency was more severe with the landing gear

in the VTOL position, but was not uncontrollabe, even in a 20 knot

cross-wind. Straight and level traverse was accomplished in a cross-

wind by intermittent application of brakes and the use of rudder controls.

Rudder deflection alone was sufficient to maintain directional control at

speeds as low as 20 knots.

14
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3.3 FLUTTER .'ND VIBRATION

The flutter and vibration support for the XV-5A aircraft design was
organized so that optimum evaluation of the basic design could be effected
through careful merging of theoretical analyses and experimental ground
tests, prior to the final flight vibration tests for envelope expansion.

3.3.1 General

Support in the area of flutter and vibration was provided concurrently
with design, manufacture and flight testing of the aircraft. Theoretical
analyses of a preliminary nature initially provided the best results due
to the ease with which aircraft design changes could be incorporated.

I Next, as the design was set, a wind tunnel model of the wing provided
good evaluation of the design and also provided checks on the prelim-
inary analyses. Final checks were provided by utilizing experimentalI= results of ground tests in analytical investigations. In this way, insight
was gained in the structural dynamic behavior of the aircraft, and pro-
vided a measure of confidence during final flight flutter testing.

3.3.2 Conclusions

The overall flutter analysis and experimental phases, both ground and
flight tests of the XV-5A airoraft, have indicated that the aircraft is
free of flutter within the prescribed flight envelope. Initial static and
dynamic tests of the empennage indicated a low horizontal stabilizer
pitching frequency, which, when compared to theoretical calculations,
indicated that a potential f'ittr problem existed. Sba..quent equivalent
pitch rustraint and dynamic tests indicated a flutter speed, based upon
the Initial calculations, to be above the limit dive speed of the flight

envelope. Further calculations, based upon experimenal ahaho test
modes of the modified structure (after structural changes to the barl -
zontal stabilizer pitch restraint), supported the earlier oomalusias.

3.3.3 Criteria

The requiremnet of the flutter and vibration program was to deternmin
adequately that the XV-8A aircraft was free of ow flutter InstabitY
within the design flight envelope. Flutter margin were applied oorree-
ponding to MIL-A-8670, "Airplan tregth awi Rigidty, Vgbatim,
Fluttr and Diverpenoe", dated 16 MW i1O0.
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3.3.4. Analytical Investigations

7Ue analytical portion of the flutter and vibration program was in three
parts. Each analysis could be achieved independently without altering
the final analysis of the aircraft as a whole. The wing, empennage and
finally, control surfaces were treated separately, but final results did
not affect the flutter characteristics of the aircraft as a whole. Flutter
analyses were restricted to the conventional flight mode.

3.3.4.1 Wing

The wing preliminary flutter analysis was performed on a passive analog
computer with the aid of Computer Engineering Associates, Pasadena,
Califrnia. Results of this Investigation are presented in Reference 8,
and the results indicate that the XV-5A wing is free of flutter within the
specified flight envelope. The study was exhaustive In variations of wing
bending material, aileron mass-balance, aileron spring restraint, air-
craft simulation effects (fuselage and/or aircraft degrees of freedom)
and the wing leading edge box stlffnesses which were evaluated from a
flutter standpoint.

3.3.4.2 Empennage

The empennage analysis covered several phases continuing up to the
actual flight testing of the aircraft. The analysis was aided by a Ryan
digital computer program which incorporated both calculated and ex-
perimental vibration modes. initial Investigations showed a low em-
pennage flutter speed in the anti-symmetric sense. Subsequent studies
of the torsional stiffness distribution of the vertical stabilizer indicated
the need for Increased stiffness, which was incorporated into the design.
In addition, symmetrical analysis indicated a need for increased pitch
stiffhess of the horizontal stabilizer. This was done while the aircraft
was at EAFE. Final theoretical analysis of the empennage, utilizing [
e~perlmentally-determined modes shapes, showed satisfactory results
throughout the design flight envelope. Reference 9 details the complete 11
analytical investigations of the empennage.

3.3.4.3 Control Surfac.s I
Preliminary analysis of the control surfaces was restricted to the basic
coUtrol surfaces except for the longitudinal system, flight or trim tab if
appropriate to the system, and to the control ciroult with the oookpit
controls. Two-dimensional asrovynamlc theory with oorretouis for
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the Internal aerodynamic balance were used throughout the analysis.
Results of the preliminary analysis indicated possible fluder regions
within the flight envelope for certain values of the aileron uncoupled
rigid body frequency, for a given aileron flight tab restraint (control

I circuit), and for an uncoupled rigid body rudder trim tab rotatonal
frequency of less than 50 cps. Subsequent analysis, based upon exper-
imentally-determined mass properties and control surface - control
circuit frequencies indicated a flutter-free system within the design
envelope of the aircraft. Reference 10 presents, in detail, the above

SI analysis.

3.3.5 Experimental Investigations

The experimental investigations, required to carry the flutter and
vibration program of the XV-5A aircraft through to completion, included
wind-tunnel testing of a high speed model of the wing with appropriate
fuselage constraints and freedoms. Static and dynamic tests were also
performed on a Jig-mounted horizontal stabilizer. Full-scale ground
vibration tests of the complete aircraft were made, and finally, in-flMiht
vibration (flutter) tests were accomplished.

13.3.5.1 Wind Tunnel Tests

Wind tunmel testing of a flutter model was confined to the wing only, and
in the conventional mode. The wing simulation followed the final actual
w1g construction of two-spars, anu also simulated fan mass and inertia.
Fuselage effects were included so that fuselage and/or aircraft degrees
of freedow could be represented. Ailerons and flight tabs of the model
were based upon analysis, and these components participated in the
flutteir mode of the wing tests. Results of this experimental prqorm
indicated that the wing is free of flutter within the design envelope of
the aircraft. Adequate stiffness restraint is important since flutter
characteristics were altered by variaUon this parameter. Mtw
aileron differed from that analyzed in the preliminary analysis (ectim
3.3.4.1) In that no mass-balanoe was Included In the flutter model, d"
to a chang to a powered system with flight tab from the initial manual
system. Refer"moe 11 depicts the aspects of this phase of the flutter
InvestgatIons.

3.3.5.2 statc and Dunamic Ground Tests,

Initial ground tests were restricted to the hoerlat stabilUer In an
effort to determine the equivalent pith spring. zvalutim of n resuts
Indioated a low spring rate, and when compared to the results of thM
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preliminary analysis (Section 3.3.4.2), indicated a low flutter speed.
The next series of tests encompassed the complete aircraft in which
aircraft mode shapes and frequencies were determined. In addition,
component (control surfaces, flaps, fan doors, etc.) modal character-
istics were determined. Upon stiffening of the horizontal stabilizer
pitch restraint (as mentioned in Section .3..2) a second ground shake
test was conducted at EAFB to evaluate these effects. These tests,
covering both techniques and results, are discussed in Reference 12.

3.3.5.3 Flight Tests

Expansion of the flight envelope called for in the Phase I Flight testing
of the XV-5A aircraft resulted in a series of flights which evaluated the
sub-critical response of the aircraft to external disturbances. Th13 air-
craft was excited by applying sharp control inputs in the appropriate
axis, with the response being picked up by accelerometers. Selected
signals, in turn, were telemetered to a ground station, where immed-
iate evaluation of the overall damping was made. Between flights,
magnetic tapes containing the response signals were partially analyzed
for a more detailed analysis of the response. In all, fourteen test
points were flown with the entire flight envelope showing satisfactory
damping. Reference 16 presents the complete results of thi s phase of
the experimental investigation of the XV-5A aircraft.
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4.0 STRENGTH REQUIREMENTS AND COMPLIANCE

4.1 GENERAL

Strength requirements of the XV-5A airframe were specified in theStruc-
tural Design Criteria Report (Reference 17), submitted early in the
program, and accepted as the official specification for all loading

conditions and stress analyses. Although the MIL-A-8860 series spec-

ification served as a guide for this criteria, it was not followed exactly
because of the special intended use of the airplane, and because it was

agreed that a VTOL airplane intended for test and evaluation under ideal

conditions shotld not be subject to the stringent military aircraft require-
ments capable of meeting broad handling and flight boundaries. In

establishing the strength criteria, some of the provisions in the Mi.
specifications were omitted, some were simplified, and some were

extended to cover unique characteristics, such as hovering flight, transi-
tion flight, and vertical landings.

An intended service life of 250 hours was specificed. This life require-

ment meant that fatigue problems would be relatively minor, and also
that the probability of inadvertent loads would be lower than those for

operational aircraft. Other items concerned with structural integrity
were similar V) conventional aircraft, including a 1.5 factor of safety
and the usual specifications for allowables, deformations, vibrations,
and thermal effects.

Loads were calculated in accordance with the structural design criteria,

and a summary of design load together with methods of calculation, man-
euvering time histories, aeroelastic characteristics, etc. were recorded
in the Loads Report (Reference 18). Wind tunnel model data were used

in the development of aerodynamic loads, and the balance of these with
Inertia %as dependent upon extensive use of digital computer programs

(IBM 704). The calculation of ground loads was based on MIL-A-8862.

A summary of ground loads, plus internal landing-gear loads, may be
found in Reference 19. Both static tests and structural analysis were
used as a proof of adequate structural strength for these loads. Prior to

the development of a static test program (Reference 20), sufficient pre-

liminary structural analysis determined which load conditions would be
critical for the major structural items. The detailed static test proce-
dures are described in Reference 21. The tests were satisfactory and
the results are recorded in Reference 22. Structural analysis reports

(References 26 through 35) constitute proof of the structure. The
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publication of these reports, which are mainly summaries of critical
analyses, followed lengthy analyses which continued throughout the
design phase.

Since the static proof test program was conducted successfully, and

positive margins of safety were found for all critical loads, it is con-

cluded that the XV-5A airplane is structurally flightworthy.

The XV-5A program did not provide complete structural flight testing or
flight load survey. However, operational limits beyond those required
for normal mission performance were specified, and these limits,

including envelopes for speed-altitude and speed-load factor (V-n), were
approp.nhed during the Phase I flight testing without any structural, or
other difficulty.

A few of the more noteworthy speed-load factor points were taken from
the flight test data and superimposed on the maneuvering envelope - gust

diagram (Figure 47). Note that the maximum normal load factor experi-
enced in Phnse I was approximately 80% of the 4.0 maximum design
limit load factor, based on a 9200 pound basic design gross weight. This

point, and the others (particularly those close to the more critical upper

part of the operational or desired envelope) are added evidence of air-
frame airworthiness.

4.2 FLIGHT LOADS

The following is a discussion of the load conditions considered, methods
used in calculating loads, methods used in the stress analyses, and the

particular proof tests conducted.

The structural design flight loading conditions (Reference 17) were
defined to provide adequate limitations within which required maneuvers
can be performed with the XV-5A. The analysis of these loading condi-

tions consisted of evaluating them within specific speed. altitude, weight

and c. g. restraints. This required investigation of aerodynamic, pro-
pulsive and Inertia forces and their effect upon the loading of the various

airplane components.

For some conditions, the total design load on the airplane was directly
established by the structural criteria. For others, it was necessary to
analyze the specific maneuvers to determine the design loads which
occur during the dynnmic motions of the maneuvers.
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Wind tiunel test data (References 23 through "5) were utilized extensively

throughout the analysis, together with calculated and/or actual distribu-

tions of aircraft weight. A basic design gross weight of 9200 pounds was

used throughout the analysis. For higher gross weights, adequate struc-

tural integrity was assumed when, in accordance with the design criteria,

a constant product of load factor and weight (NTW) is maintained.

4.2.1 Smmetrical Flight Conditions

Because of the unique capabilities of the XV-5A, investigation of

symmetrical flight maneuvers included not only conventional flight, but

also the fan-flight conditions of hovering and transition. The design

symmetrical maneuvers are completely defined (Reference 17) in terms

of angular-and-linear rates-and-accelerations. The gust conditions are

defined in terms of a gust environment at various speeds.

The aircraft has been designed to sustain the loads produced by maximum

fan lift, induced gyroscopic forces and attitude control capability at

speeds of -10 to 125 knots, and at load factors up to 1.3 g's. Angular

rates and accelerations based upon the maximum control system capabil-

ities wera combined with the vertical load factor to provide critical fan-

flight loading conditions.

Conventional flight conditions have been investigated to speeds of 500

knots at sea level. The airplane has b-en designed to load factors of
+4. 0 to -2. 0 with and without the effects of angular acceleration. The

angular velocities and rates appropriate to various combinations com-

binations of velocity, altitude and load factor are shown in detail in

Figure 7 of Reference 17. A system of equations was derived and solved

in order to place the airplane in equilibrium for the various design condi-

tions, and to determine the division of load between the wing, body and
tail.

Design gust velocities of up to 24 ft/sec at all permissible aircraft

speeds (up to VL) and gust velocities of up to 40 ft/sec at aircraft speeds

below 418 knots (VH) were considered. The maximum calculated gust

load factor of 3.6 occurred at sea level, as a result of the 40 ft/sec

design gust at 418 knots.

4.2.2 Flas-Extended Flight Conditions

Conventional flaps-extended flight conditions are identical in presenta-

tion to conventional flaps-up flight. The desigmn symmetrical conditions
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4.3 WING LOADS

Critical wing loads occur as a result of symmetrical and unsymmetrical
flight conditions. Symmetrical maneuvers are characterized by aircraft
loadings produced by displacement of the cockpit longitudinal control to
attain a pre-established vertical load factor. Since the dynamic state of
the airplane was defined, it was then necessary to place the applied force
in equilibrium with inertia forces and parametrically evaluate the effects
of speed, altitude, c.g., power, etc. Therefore, to place the airplane
in equilibrium and to determine the primary subdivision of loading
between wing, body and tail, a system of equations was derived to
determine:

1. Trim angle of attack for unaccelerated level flight assuming zero
elevator deflection with trim achieved by tail incidence,

2. Equilibrium angle of attack which produces specific linear and
angular accelerations and angular rates.

3. Subdivision of loading among the primary aircraft components.

The equations are discussed in detail on Page 7 of Reference 18.

To facilitate solution of the equations and thereby afford broad parameter
investigations, a digital computer was employed. Although the equations
were developed on the basis of a stability-axis system which assumes a
negligible variance from an ideal body axis system, artificial derivatives
were utilized to provide realistic solutions for the high-speed stall
conditions. Iterative calculations were required for the solution of the

high-speed stall conditions ')ecause of nonlinear aerodynamic derivatives.
Aerodynamic CLmax of 1, 25 times the static value was considered for the

high-speed stall conditions.

For most of the calculations, a rigid airframe was assumed. However,
for selected critical symmetrical flight conditions, the effects of an
elastic wing were also investigated. No appreciable change in loads
resulted from the investigation.

The maximum calculated wing lift of 33,476 pounds results from a high- ii
speed 4. Og maneuver with flaps up. The maximum wing load with flaps ,•
down was calculated to be 19, 820 pounds. A summary of wing loads for
numerous selected symmetrical flight conditions is presented in Table

J ~4. 1 of Reference 18. "



Cridial unsymmetrical wing loads occur during rolling maneuvers. Rol-
maneuvers were analytically investigated through impulsing the airplane
by rapid displacement of the aileron control in accordance with the design
criteria (Reference 17). Wing loads are primarily dependent upon angle-
of-attack, roll rate, roll acceleration, and aileron deflection. Since load
tfactor, and therefore angle-of-attack, were held constant, a simplified
one-degree-of-freedom analysis was employed for the wing. In addition
to those describing aircraft motion, equations were formulated to define
the response of the lateral control system to finite pilot forces. The
equations are summarized on Page 13 of Reference 18. Wing loads for
various time points throughout the maneuver were combined with the
appropriate symmetrical loads to define the overall wing loads.

Elastic loads calculations c the roll maneuver reflected consideration
only of wing lextuitty, whicO was found to be relatively stiff in the sym-
metrical mode and relatively fl,rible in the anti-symmetrical mode. For

nis this reason, the unsymmetrica: wing loads from the rolling maneuver
weve cal-ulatod on the basis of an elastic wing and the symmetrical con-
tributions assumcd a rigid structure.

£he ,ving loads, as presented for structural analysis, were represented
"7 by concentrated forces at a discrete number and location of panel points

as depicted in I igure 3.8 of Reference 18. The distributed load included
the effectý r f inertia, aerodynamics and aeroelasticity. The distribution
of airloads were determined from wind-tunnel data (Reference 18 and 23
"thru 25). The calculations for distribution of the loads to the panel points K;.
were performed to a large extent by u digital computer.

Wing aileron loads were deternmtd on the basis of maximiun pilot effort
inputs (Reference 17). The crticl Aileron design load of 3125 pounds
occurs at the maximum sea level flight velocity (Reference 18). The
dasign flap load in terms of •he maximum .hinge moment is 9420 in. -

pounds per flap (Referenmc 18). This moment occurs at 180 knots with
full flaps.

Wing.-fan closure door loads occur during both conventional flight with
the doors closed mnd in fan flight with the doors open. The maximum
door loads during conventioual flight were calculated to be 5000 pounds

r •tfor both doors on one fan (Reference 18). These occur during a high- I
d speed 4. Og symmetrical flight, condition. The maximum open door load

occurs at 110 knots during a 40 f.p.s. lateral gust. This was calculated
to be a door load of 800 pounds (Reference 18).
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4.3.1 Structural Analysis and Test

Since lift fans in the wing accounted for significant torque-box structure
loss, a simple unit-beam method of stress analysis was not applicable.
The basic wing structure consists of a conventional torque-box outboard

of the lift fan, two full-span spars bolted to the carry-through structure
at the fuselage, and an inboard leading-edge torque-box. This basic
structure was idealized into a system of bars and webs and analyzed as a
redundant problem by use of a general method programmed for the EIBM
704 Computer. in the solution, internal loads were found as functions of
externally-applied unit panel point loads. Deflection influence coefficients
were also found, and these were used in flutter analysis. As noted above,
symmetrical and unsymmetrical flight loads were found in terms of the
same panel point forces, so that a considerable number of load conditions
could be run through the stress and deflection analysis program. The
results of sixteen symmetrical and twenty unsymmetrical conditions Pre
given in the stress report (Reference 26). All stresses and deflectirns
were within allowable limits. The condition most critical for the rear
spar and its attachment (Symm, Fit., Pos. Low Angle of Attack, Zero
Pitching Acceleration) was simulated with satisfactory reaults in the
static proof test (References 20, 21 and 22). Internal strains and external
deflections from test compared favorably with those from the analysl5.

Stress analysis of the flap was based on a loaning corresponding to the
maximum hinge moment. The chordwise pressure distribution consid-
ered was rectangular from the lcadir.g Wde Lo 66% chora, and triangular
from 60% chord to the trailing edge. The flap was congervatively analyzed
and proved satisfactory (Reference 28). The flaD was als, static tested

satisfactorily to the same limit load (References 20, 21 and 22).

The aileron was stress analyzed cs a rontinaoas beam on three supports
for a pressure distributior which produced the critical load noted above.
The total hinge moment resulting from the airload used in the analysis is

greater than the maximum input dng.i inomen. baseu on actuator capacity,
because the reduction in torque due to the tab airload was conservatively
neglected. Stress analysis of aileron and tab indicated adequate strength.

The aileron and hinge fittings were also proof-tested satisfactorily to thWi • I
critical load (References 20, 21 and 22). Since the wing fan doors servo
as part of the upper wing surface in conventional flight, thky had to be
analyzed for critical pressures resulting from conventional flight mmnev-
vers. In addition, the doors were analyzed for fan flight conditicns with
the doors in the open position (Reference 28). Requirements for high

rigidity resulted in fairly thick fiber glass skins and oorrespondingly low
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stresses throughout the door. Developmental static tests were dame
during the preliminary design of the doors, and these tests were relied
Supon to meet rigidity requirements. For additional proof of strength and
rigidity, the final doors were installed on the wing fan and tested to
critical conventicnal and fan-flight loads. Various combinations of
actuator power were simulated. The tests showed that the doors, support
structure, and actuators were adequate (References 20, 21 and 22).

I The wing spar-fuselage joints were analysed for the critical shears and
moments resulting from a comparison of all conditions analysed. Ample
margins of safety were found (Reference 28). The rear spar Joint, which
was the more critical of the two, was also proof tested in the basicwing
test (References 20, 21 and 22).

The wing fan mount critical loads were taken from 16 load conditions,
which were different combinations of thrust vector angle, engine power,
linear load factors, and angular rates producing gyroscopic effects. The
analysis indicated adequate strength (Reference 28). The mounts were
also satisfactorily proof tested (References 20, 21 and 22.

4.4 FUSELAGE LOADS

I Fuselage loading results from the combined effects of inertia and external
aerodynamic forces. The inertial forces depend entirely upon the load
factors specified, or those calculated for the structural design oamditims.
The external airloads are a function of the flight velocity and altitude,
and the angles of attack and sideslip which occur during the design
maneuvers. The load factors and angles for symmetrical maneuvers
are discussed in Section 4.3. ond the unsymmetrical maneuvers In
Section 4.5.

1, The fuselage loads from gomd conditions are primarily from inertia.
For landing conditions, however, wing lift equal to aiplae weight was
assumed to act at the wing spar locations. The maximum vertical I=-
ing load factor used for design was 3.82 g's (Reference 18).

m Two distributions of fuseuge weight were used in do analysis (Roferoeo
10) oMnd both were appropriate to.a.9200 pound airplans Ow diar4b•as

results in an airplane o.g. at 81tation 240 &Wd tie oterm at Ilteton IM.
Fuselage wed-tmel pressure data were available for Mach nnmbers ol

•/• .4 to . 9 (Rteformso 25). ftselnge vertical and lateral airloed dighdtg-

tans were determined by hiring thraugh the available data points
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considering also the fivielage profile and the aerodynamic forces and
momeas indicated by wind-tunnel force measurements (Reference 18).

To combine all distributed and concentrated loads in the many combina-
tim required to define fuselage loading, a digital computer routine was
devised. Basically, the program combines the effects of (a) fuselage
vertical and lateral distributed airloads, (b) fuselage distributed inertia
loads produced by linear and angular accelerations, (c) concentrated
loads and moments at the landing gear and parachute attachments,
(d) wing Inertia and eiLrioads, (e) empennage inertia and airloads, and
(M) engine thrust and ram drag. The program provides fuselage loading
in the form of vertical and lateral shear, bending moment and torsional
moment (Reference 18).

4.4.1 Structural Analysis and Test

Primary structure of the center fuselage is composed of a space frame
consisting of tubular steel members gusseted and welded at the joints.
This space frame was idealized as a system of two-force members-having
14 redwdants, and it was therefore readily adaptable to the computer-
programmed method outlined for the wing basic structure. Complete
stress and deflection analysis (Reference 32) included loads due to 3
landing conditions, 4 fan-powered conditions, and 9 conventionally-
powered conditions. The engine mounts, which are a part of the space
frame, were analyzed for critical landing, fan-flight, and conventional-
flight conditions. Critical center fuselage and engine mount loads were
simulated with satisfactory results in the static tests (References 20,
21 and 22). The conditions included 2-Wheel Tail Down Landing (Spring
Back), Drift Landing. Rolling Pull-Out, and Hover.

The forward and aft sections of the fuselage are conventional semi-
monocoque structures. Longitudinal bending members together with
skine and webs were stress analyzed by means of a box-beam method
programmed for the IBM 704. This analysis (Reference 30) considered
all critical load conditions: There were (4) for symmetrical flight, (7)
for unsymmetrical flight, and (3) for landing. The most severe conditions
for ftrward and aft fuselage were also simulated with satisfactory
results in static tests (References 20, 21 and 22).

Detailed stress analysis was accomplished on fuselage frames, bulk-
beads, fittings, and miscellaneous items, and was summarized in Ref-
@reme 31. Brief analyses for canopy, pitch fan mounts, pilot seat
support structure, fuel tanks, thrust spoiler, and parachute support
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structure were included in this Reference 31 report. The canopy was
tested satisfactorily to ultimate load, simulating the critical pressure
distribution due to 500 k at sea level, with 5 degrees sideslip (References
20, 21 and 22). The windshield failed during proof test. The thickness
was then increased by 75%, which was shown to be adequate by stress
analysis based on the earlier test data (Reference 22).

J Analysis of the engine air inlet, the thrust spoiler installation, and the
pitch fan louver installation and the results are summarized in Reference
35. The thrust spoiler installation and pitch fan doors were tested satis-
factorily during tie-down ground tests with engines at full power.
Strength and rigidity of both nose and main landing gear doors were

- proved adequate by static tests to limit loads corresponding to V - 500 k
at sea level.

S4.5 HORIZONTAL TAIL LOADS

The majority of the loads critical for design of the horizontal tail result
Sfrom symmetrical flight maneuvers. The airplane balance methods
discussed in Section 4.6.1 provide the overall horizontal tail loads due
to angle of attack and to elevator deflection. A maximum load of 7100
pounds was calculated by use of the methods.

Unsymmetrical loading on the horizontal tail is produced during rolling

I maneuvers, yawing maneuvers and lateral gust conditions. These
unsymmetrical maneuvers are discussed in Sections 4.5 and 4.6.
Critical horizontal tail unsymmetrical loads result from the dynamic-
overawing of the rudder induced yawing maneuvers.

In the calculation of horizontal tail loads, local inertial contributions
were conservatively omitted. The distribution of the aerodynamc coan-
tribution was determined through application of the well-Imown Lifting
Line Theory. This theory, together with a simplified method of solution
may be found in Reference 36. For the XV-BA, however, an expanded
version was formulated and mechanized for solution by digital computer.

The expanded method provided greater accuracy and solution of all formsit 1eaof symmetric and anti-symmetric loadinp. An elevator design load of
1270 pounds total has been calculated. This load was based on a max-

imum pilot effort of 200 pounds being applied to the cockpit longitudinal
control.

iS
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4.5.1 Structural Analysis and Test

The horizontal stabilizer, a three-spar semi-monocoque structure, was
stress analyzed for three critical flight conditions using a box-beam

method programmed for the IBM 704 (Reference 27). Elevator stress

analysis for a conservative loading corresponding to maximum pilot of-
fort was included in the same report. The horizontal stabilizer was
proof tested satisfactorily to a composite condition simulating maximum
total load and maximum torsion (References 20, 21, and 22). The ele-
vator was satisfactorily proof tested to a load corresponding to maxi-
mum pilot effort.

S.1
4.6 VERTICAL TAIL LOADS

The design conditions of rolling maneuvers, rudder induced yawing man-
euvers and lateral gust conditions are responsible for loading on the
vertical tail. Solution of all of these conditions for structural loads and
the distribution of the airloads upon the vertical tail was accomplished
through use of a digital computer.

The analysis of the rolling maneuvers determined the motion in the anti-
symmetrical or lateral-directional mode separately from the symmetri-

cal or longitudinal mode. The results were subsequently superimposed
for representation of the net unsymmetrical loading condition. Vertical
load factors during the maneuver were considered constant at initial
values from 1.0 to 2.5.

Because of the significance of cross-coupling effects on fuselage and

empennage loading, a three-degrees-of-freedom solution was used
(Reference 18). These correspond to interacted aircraft motions in
roll, yaw and lateral displacement. In addition to the equations defining
the motion, auxiliary equations were derived to simulate pilot/control

system response characteristics. Although this method primarily
served as a means of evaluating the rolling pull-out maneuver, it also
enabled examination of the inherent characteristic lateral motion during Li
"steady-state" rolls.

The rolling pull-out maneuver investigated consisted of rolling the air-

plane ou" of a constant altitude turn through an angle equal to twice the
initial bank angle, maintaining zero rudder deflection and assuming the
vertical load factor to remain constant. Aileron deflection and rate

were the maximum attainable, commensurate with a 60-pound stick
force and pilot application time of 0. 1 second. Elastic values of aileron
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effectiveness and wing contribution to roll damping were used for the
calcti'atlons. Four distinct rudder-induced yawing conditions were
analyzed and are:

1. A rudder kick maneuver which assumes an instantaneous rudder de-
flection to the maximum mechanical limits or as limited by pilot

pedal force.

2. A steady-state sideslip maneuver which results from a rudder de-
flection to the mechanical stops or as limited by a pilot effort of
300 pounds.

3. A dynamic-ovorswing sideslip condition which assumes that during a
rudder-induced yawing maneuver, the airplane will attain an over-
swing sideslip angle 50% larger than the steady-state value.

4. A rudder deflection reversal maneuver which assumes that the rudder
is instantaneously returned to neutral with the airplane in the stead-
state sideslip condition resulting from specified values of pilot pedal
force.

The equations defining these four static conditions were programmed
for solution by a digital computer. Other equations for solution of
airplane component loading were also programmed.

For the lateral gust conditions, the airplane was assumed instantaneous-
ly exposed to the effects of the sideslip angle resulting from the lateral
gust. A simple lateral/directional static balance of the airplane was
performed to determine the lateral gust loading. The vertical tail de-
sign load of 3527 pounds, resulted from the calculated effects of a
lateral gust.

4.6.1 Structural Analysis and Test

The vertical stabilizer, a three-spar semi-monocoque structure, was
stress analyzed for two critical flight conditions, one which produced
maximum shear and bending moment and one which produced maximum
torsion. A box-beam method was used which had been programmed for
the IBM 704 (Reference 27). A rudder stress analysis was included in
the same report. Margins of safety for the rudder were high, since
high stiffness requirements had been introduced to prevent flutter. The
vertical stabilizer was proof tested satisfactorily for the condition pro-
ducing the critical shear and bending moment (References 20, 21, and
22). A component static proof test was conducted satisfactorily on the
rudder fir a load corresponding to maximum (300 pounds.) pilot effort.
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4.7 1ANDING GEAR

Conventional landing and taxiing loads were calculated in accordance
with MIL-A-8862 for 9200 pounds and 12,500 pounds gross weights,
with 10 ft/sec. and 6 ft/sec. sinking speeds, respectively. In addition,
vertical landing loads were calculated for 9200 pounds gross weight with
10 ft/sec. sinking speed.

A general computer program was developed for the main gear which
yielded internal loads in all members Including reactions at the fuse-
lage. A summary of these loads for all landing and taxiing conditions
may be found in Reference 19. Both nose and main landing gears were
stress analyzed. Results may be found in References 29 and 34.

The nose gear and its support structure were static tested satisfactorily
on the airplane for the two critical conditions: 3-Point Landing (Spring-
Back) and Ground Turning (W ý 12,500 pounds). The main gear and its
support structure were static tested satisfactorily on the airplane for
the two critical conditions: 2-Wheel Tail Down LdU. (Spring-Back) and
Drift Landing. Test program requirements, procedures, and results
may be found in References 20, 21 and 22.

4.8 CONTROL SYSTEMS

The primary flight control systems consist of conventional stick and
rudder pedals mechanically connected to rudder, elevator, and to servo
actuators which control the ailerons, wing-f:an exit louvers and nose fan
thrust modulator. The limit pilot stick/pedal, forces specified in Refer-
ence 17 were as follows: 100, 200, and 300 pounds, respectively, for
lateral, longitudinal, and directional control. The various methods of
reacting these pilot forces were also specified in the criteria.

Internal load distributions and stress analyses were summarized ia
Reference 33 for the conventional flight control systems, which were
also satisfactorily tested in the airplane by applying a limit load to the
cockpit controls and reacting the load by locking the surfaces (References
20, 21, and 22).
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The fan-powered flight primary control system is a fully powered, ir-

reversible system consisting of a collective (lift) stick in addition to the

conventional cockpit controls, which mechanically control hydraulic

servo valve tandem actuators. The only significant forces applied to the
mechanical systems from the pilot control to the servo valves result

from the pilot-feel spring packages. Since these forces were relatively

small, conventional flight internal load stress analyses defined design

requirements. The wing-fan louver and nose-fan modulator actuating

mechanisms were satisfactorily proof tested on the simulator.

The collective control stick was proof tested satisfactorily to 150

pounds in both up and down positions. Both throttles were also proof

tested satisfactorily to 75 pounds aft load. These items were tested as

installed in the airplane (Reference 22).
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5.0 DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION

5.1 GENERAL

T he XV-5A was designed and constructed to applicable specifications
and accepted aircraft standards. Ground and flight tests proved that the

XV-5A -was flightworthy.

5.2 MANUFACTURING

The XV-5A was fabricated according to good aircraft manufacturing
practices. Welding, heat treating and the fabrication of Fiberglaas parts
were controlled by hy'an manufacturing process specifications, which
meet military requirements.

5.3 FASTENERS

The XV-5A fasteners are commonly used, standard types. Special
fasteners and unusual applications co standard fasteners are eliminated.

5.4 FINISH AND PROTECTION FROM CORROSION

Finish and protection from corrosion was accomplished according to

Ryan Specification 14359-1, Finish Specification XV-6A. This document
specified methods to protect the parts from weather, corrosion, erole'on
and contact with dissimilar metal.

5.5 QUALITY CONTROL

Inspection and quality control was accomplished under the requirements
of MIL-Q-9858 and Ryan Aeronautical Company Quality Control
Procedures. Inspection records for Ryan made parts, test reports and
test data for purchased part are filed by Ryan or Ryan's vendors., These
records are available for examination. For any part that deviates from
engineering specifications, an MRB action report is filed with the
Quality Control Department.

5.6 MATERIAL STRENGTHS

Material strength properties and design values for the materials used in
the XV-CA were taken from MIL-HDBK-5 and MIL-HDBK-17.
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5. 7 FATIGUE

Since the design life of the XV-5A was 250 hours, few fatigue problems

appeared i exist. An exception was the center fuselage secticn which is

somewhat more highly st-. ased ant, is constructed of welded, high-

strength steel. 1owever, no problems are anticipated since ample

fatigue allowance was incorporated in the space frame design. See

Reference 32, Section IV, St-uctural Aualysis of Center Fuselage and

Engine Mbunts. As normally expected, minor airframe repairs were

necessary following the contractor's flight test program. These reppirs

(resulting from panel fatigue) were confined to the nonstructural canoe

fairing under the wing fans.

i -
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6.0 PROPULSION SYSTEM

IT6.1 AEN)ER
r The General Electric supplied propulsion system was certifled as flight-

"worthy in the applicable reports noted below. Ryan-desiged, purchased,
and fabricated components conformed with applicable standards. The
results of component tests, ground tests, wind-tunnel tests, and flight
tests verify that this subsystem is flightworthy.

The Propulsion Installation (Ryan Drawing 143P004) consists of two
G. E. J-8 - ( G. E. Drawing 4012028-4 U) axial flow turbojet eqninsm
fitted with diverter valves (Drawing 0. E. 4012001-912). These valves
permit diversion of the exhaust gsa to the taflpipe (Ryan Drawing
143P008) or to the lift fans (G. E. Drawing 4012001-941 and -942) and
the pitch fan (G. E. Drawing 4012001-940). The divider and pitch fan
ducting permits balanced operation of the fans with gas flow from either
engine.

Power Plant Installation

The J-85 engine Is qualified to MIL-E-5007. The fans were subjected to
a 50-hour qualification test program (G. E. Report X363-5B Propulsion
System Flightworthiness Test Report).

6. 1.1 Oparating Characteristics

Operating characteristics of the propulsion installation are considered
normal and satisfactory. Test results obtained thus far indicate minor
restrictions are necessary on the present installation. Internal engine
compartments are maintained well below temperature limits. In CTOL
Jet mode contiimous operation within engine limitations ts without
restriction.

In the VTOL fan mode, the compartment temperatures are somewhat
43 <higher partly due to the reduced cooling airflow and partly due to the

increased ambient air temperature caused by fan difased babast gases,
under certain wind conditions and wing fan louver angles. Initdally, x.
ternal temperatures caused severe restriction. W the additio of in-
sulation where the aluminuam structure could at be reploced with
titanium or steel, tie safe operating times have been sIlPflicantly
increased.
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In general, the aircraft may be operated in either mode restricted by

indication of overheating from a continuous loop overheat warning system
which encompasses the structure surrounding the hot components through-
out the aircraft, such as the fan scrolls, duoting, and tailpipe. However,

at preseat, some time limitations are imposed for various configurations
Which would normally be considered transient. Fan cavities are limited

to 120.C for fan flight and 150 C for turbojet flight.

Installed thrust appears to be better than design estimates.

In the initial stages of Phase I testing, engine compressor stalls were
exporienoed; however, no compressor stalls have occurred after several
modifications and engine adjustments. For additional details and discus-
sion of the engine stall margins of the installation, refer to General
Electric XV-SA published memorandums entitled Datem Sheets No. 2, 4,
18 and 20.

6.2 EXHAUST GAS DUCTING

The divider ducts (Ryan Drawing 143P013) and the pitch fan duoting (Ryan
Drawing 143P029) were used during the qualification tests of all of the
fans; they are still in satisfactory condition after approximately 130 hours
of operation. The tailpipe (Ryan Drawing 143P012) and its flexible section
(Ryan Drawing 143P032) were tested in conjunction with the above tests
approximately 30 hours operation with no signs of deterioration. In addi-
tion, a considerable amount of ground operation and flight testing has been
accomplished without incident. On this basis the hot gas duoting and tail-
pipe installation are considered flightworthy for the XV-SA.

The engine and duoting mounts were accepted by structural analysis (see

Reference 3-) and verified by ground and flight tests.

6.3 ENGINE INLET

The fiber glass engine air inlet (Ryan Drawing 143P006) was accepted by

structural analysis (see Roferbnce 31) and verified by'groun4 and
flight test.

6.4 ACCESSORIES

The accessory installation (Ryan Drawing 143P007) components have been

qualified by individual testing (Table Components Qualification Data) as

well as complete installation tests in conjunction with operation of XV-5A
simulator program, approximately 400 hrs to date. The cooling fans,
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I• which are a part of the gear box-fan assembly, supply the cooling air re-
quirements for static and hovering operations. The smaller fans cool the1 generators, the hydraulic oil coolers, the electrical compartments, the
pitch fan ducting, and the pitch fan scroll areas. The larger fans cool the
engine compartments, the divider ducts, and the wing fan scroll areas.
Ground and flight tests indicate satisfactory temperature limits are main-
tained when aircraft is operated within design limits.

6.5 FUEL SYSTEM

The fuel system (Ryan Drawing 143P009) can supply fuel directly to each
engine from its tank, with cross feed provisions. The engine pumps can
draw fuel from the tanks up to 6000 feet without booster pumps. Over
6, 000 feet the booster pumps are required; each pump is capable of
supplying both engines. A capacitance-type fuel quantity gauge indicates
fuel directly in pounds. A float switch-operated warning light indicates
low fuel level. Booster pump inoperative and low fuel pressure are indi-
cated by pressure switch-operated warning lights.

The fuel tank vent installation (Ryan Drawing 143P070) vents all fuel tanks
to atmosphere and maintains a positive relative pressure on the surface of
"the fuel between 0 to 3 psi under all conditions of flight. Float valves

.4k prevent siphoning at extreme attitudes.

Fuel booster pumps are powered by engine compressor 8th stage bleed
-& air which is controlled by a normally open solenoid valve (Ryan Drawing

143P059).

A 6.6 FIRE PROTECTION

SThe fire extinguisher system (Ryan Drawing 143P017) consists of two
,-4 CF-2D twin valve pressure vessels using CF 3 BR (MIL-B-13318) pres-

surized to 600 psi. The CF 3 BR can be discharged into the forward and
aft engine compartments of either engine selected at a high discharge
rate. The concentration of agent in the protected compartments exceeded
the requirement as measured by FAA conducted test.

>1 Firewall installation (Ryan Drawing 143P036) provides barrier between
each engine, between engine and fuel tankV, and between divider ducts
and fuel tank. A lateral firewall (Ryan Drawing 143P1,09) was constructed
between the engine compressor and turbine comparij,;iits.

I• A drain system (Ryan Drawing 143P052) carries away combustible fluid
from the engine and ducting and safely disposes of thenw, below the aircraft.
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6.7 PITCH CONTROL DOORS

The pitch control doors (Ryan Drawing 143P034) control the direction of
discharge of the air accelerated by the pitch fan, thereby controlling the
longitudinal attitude of the aircraft. Tests at the G. E. Evendale test
facility in conjunction with pitch fan acceptance and qualification and sub-
sequent flight tests, have verified design integrity.

ii
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7.0 EQUIPMENT

7.1 GENERAL

All equipment items installed on the XV-5A have been qualified Individu-
ally or by similarity to the applicable government speoifioations.

Compatibility of these equipment items with the intended use was assured
during design and testing of the XV-SA aircraft.

Ryan Engineering and Quality Control Departments feel all efforts have
been implemented to establish that the equipment installed in the XV-5A
are flightworthy.

7. 2 INSTRUMENTS

The choice of instruments was dictated by the flight requirements as set
forth in Reference 2. The display is suitable for experiuental,

ferry and for VFR conditions.

It.2.1 Flight Instruments I
Installed are the basic flight instruments (airspeed, altimeter, and
magnetic compass), instruments required for special flying, insbtumets
normal to medium performance Jet aircraft (vertical speed, turn and
bank, attitude, and acceleration).

In near hovering flight, the angle-of-attack triUoator becomes a primary
indicator. Other instruments required are position indicators which
provide position readings for louver verf angle, flaps, thrust spoiler
and trim in longitudinal, lateral, and yiw directions for both fan mode
and jet mode flight (Ryan Drawing 143K005, uheet 2).

All flight instruments are qualified under military or FAA specificatioms.

The pitot-stftic system is installed according to MIL-I-6115A and has
been calibral:., with the Instruments installed. This system comprises
a boom mounted at the end of the left hand wing, piping (with moliture
drains, and manifold piping in the cockpit with hoses for instrument
attachment. The pitot line ha. a pneumatic solenoid valve so it can be
shut off from the tow airspeed instrument when the airora.t meeeds the
speed limit of the low airspeed instrument.



7.2.2 Power Plant System Instrumnonts

The power plant instruments are typical of instruments hormally found in

dual engine jet aircraft as to mounting and type. The instruments are

mounted from top to bottom with left enigine instruments on left and right

engine instruments to the right. The powerplant instruments comprise:

tachometer, exhaust gas temperature, fuel flow, fuel quantity and oil

pressure. The instruments have been qualiflod in other aircraft with

equivalent or more stringent requirements (see component qualification
data Table 16).

Power levels during fan flight are monitored by fan RPM indicators. Fan

cavity temperatures also are indicated for CTOL flight.

7.2.3 Instrument Arrangement

The instrument arrangement minimizes pilot effort for both flight modes,

and the arrangement follows the standard display for military aircraft

(M833634 and MS33635). The instrument panel Is not shook mounted, for

flight demonstration has proven that shook mounting increaees the need

for panel vibrators to decrease hysteresis tnaccu ,acles tn instrument

readings. Design Is in accordance with applicabl. sections of MIL-I-5997B.

7.3 ELECTRICAL SYSTEM

7.3.1 General

The design and installation of the aircraft electrical system complies

w::. MIL-E-25499 (General Specification For) awl the following additional

specifications:

MIL-B-5087 Bonding Electrical, For Aircraft

MIL-D-7006 Detecting Systems, Fire, Aircraft

MIL-E-5400 Electronic Equlpnment, Aircraft

MIL-E-7017 Elec. Load Analysis, Method For

MIL-STD-704 Electrical Power, Aircraft

MIL-1-7032 Inverter, Aircraft

MIL-W-5088 Wiring, Aircraft, Installation of

MIL-E-5272 Environmental Testing

MIL-A-8064 Actuators and Actuating Systems,
Aircraft
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Specification MIL-E-7080 was used as a guide for the selection of

applicable electrical equipment and installation.

7.3.2 Generating

Primary power on the aircraft is 28 vdo. The 115 vac, 400 ops power

is provided by two 250 va Mul Std rotary inverters. A 28 vdo (nominal)
silver-zinc secondary battery is a source of emergency (primary) power.
The battery is small, rated at 25 ampere-hours, but provides moro than
adequate power yield for "generators out" emergency (see NavyýSecifi-

cation 143EO11 Load Analysis), as well as adequate capacitance for good
bus regulation (ripple). Electrical power characteristics are within the
confines of Mil-Std-704 (exhibit "Component Qualification Datt').

Two "brushless" type d-c generators are used in an equalizing oircuit.
Together at normal power plant speeds they provide a 9 kw power sotrce;
actual steady state power required is approximately 2. 8 kw. ystems
growth as well as good circuit clearing capability is therefore obtained.
The installed system is much simpler and lighter In weight than an
equivalent conventional '"rush" type generating system.

7.3.3 Distribution

Power is controlled and distributed through a closely coupled control,
module and circuit breaker panel. The largest circuit breaker It rated
25 amperes. All dc bus control contactors are Mil Std type. The
generator controller modules and the generator housings Incorporate
"feeder fault" protection relays. The sensitivity of the feeder fault re-
lays and the circuit breakers have been sized to the capacity of the dis-
tribution leads. Distribution to all systens is by "open wire" harness
constructed with Mil Std wiring. The number of connectors used has

been minimized for best reliability. For the most part harnesses are
separate with respect to discrete function: power, primary signal,
standby signal, etc. with exceptions to best attain sy'%tem neatness,
compactness, integrity, and reliability.

7.3.4 Conversion Control Interlock System

The conversion control interlock system comprises the bulk of the air-
craft's electrical distribution network. The systen. distributes the
cockpit signals/pilot commands to the electrical mixer/integrating, and
subsequently to the electrically powered control devices/interlock
switches, actuators, solenoid valves, etc. The Electricel Mixer
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Ilykn Drawing 143O012-1 is the center of the control network. A Tester,
Kybh Drawing 143GO21-1 permitu functional inspection of the electrical
Biker before aircraft installation. This tester is now used periodically as
ground support maintenance and inspection equipment. Compliance to
operational specifications has been established, and detailed. Refer to
Reference 40, paragraph 3.1.

7.3.5. Stability Augmentation System

Requirement

The stability augmentation system requirement is presented in paragraph
3.3.2.1.1 of the Detail Aircraft Specifi'nation, Report Number 62B125A,
dated 30 December 1964. The system shall stabilize the aircraft in
pitch, roll and yaw during the fan mode of flight. This is to be accom-
plished through the use of rate gyros to electrically control the wing fan
exit louvers and pitch fan door actuators.

Compliance

Satisfactory compliance with the requirement has been demonstrated both
in the flight simulator program (Reference 38), and in actual flight
test operation. Flights have been made to determine handling character-
istics with the system inoperative. The simulator program indicated the
possibility of handling difficulties with the roll axis stabilization
inoperative. On this basis roll axis testing was limited to gain
variation.

7.3.6. Components

All components are standard AN/MS parts, except those listed under
Components Qualification Data, Table 16.

7.4 PYDRAULIC SYSTEM

7.4.1. System Design

The hydraulic system was designed in accordance with NIL-H-544C,
Type II, Class 3000 psi system. Two completely independent, engine
driven systems are provided. Both systems operate continuously and
each is capaile of supplying full control load requirements in event of
pressure loss of either system.
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All primary and secondary flight control functions, that sae- hydraulically
powered, are controlled through tandem hydraulic cylinders, except the
thrust spoilers. The thrust spoiler actuator Is powered by hydraulic

system No. I only with internal locks provided to look the spoilers In

the retracted position In the event of system No. 1 pressure loss. The
landing gear control actuators are also powered by hydraulic system

No. 1 only, with emergency extension provisions from the emergency
pneumatic system.

7.4.2 System Installation

Ryan draTngs 143HOOl through 143H010 show the hydraulic system
installation. Ryan drawing 143H002 is the system schematio drawing.
Compliance of the installed system to specification requirements has
been demonstrated on the hydraulic and control simulator and during
ground and flight tests of both aircraft.

7.4.3 Components

Wherever possible, AN or MS hydraulic components, or components
previously qualified for another user, were selected for use In the sys-
tem. Where the requirements did not lend themselves to this approach,
specification control drawings were prepared and components were de-
signed, fabricated, aml qualified to the r.,Irements of these drawings.
A tabulation of the components falling into tlist category Is contained in
Table 16.

7.5 CONTROL SYOTEM

7.5.1 System Design

The control system was designed essentially In accordance with speci-
fications MIL-F-8785, MIL-F-9490B, and MIL-S-8698. The control
system was designed as simple, foolproof, and reliable as possible
consistent with the intended mission of the aircraft.

The control system consists of conventional stick, rudder pedals and
collective lift stick mechanically connected to aerodynamic flap type
control surfaces, for conventional flight control; and connected to wing
fan exit louver servos and a pitch fan thrust modulating door servo for
fnn flight mode control.
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Operating loads of the fan flight mode control functions necessitated the
use of powered subsystems. These subsystems were all designed with
tandem cylinder actuation for reliability.

The conventional flight controls were designed for manual operation to
enable a conventional landing even in event of failures in both hydraulic
systems. (The ailerons requir6d hydraulic boost for maximum maneu-
vering performance, but are still controllable without hydraulic power.)

7.5.2 System Installation

Installation of the control system is shown on Drawing 143C001, and the
system schematic is shown on Drawing 143C002. Compliance of the
installed system to specification requirements has been demonstrated on
the hydraulic and controls simulator, during the aircraft installed sys-
tems tests (Refeerence 40) and during grounr.d and flight trLsts of
both aircraft.

7.5.3 Components

All control cables and pulleys used in the conventional control systems
conform to military specifications. All bearings used in both the con-
ventional and fan flight controls arc precision, low-friction bearings
manufactured to closer tolerances than their AN counterparts covered
by specification MIL-B-7949. Cable tension regulators in the elevator
and rudder systems are both qualified by similarity to Pacific Scientific
Co. Regulator R75-11001-100-00, Qualification Test Report 352.

The remaining control system components are hydraulically powered
(refer to paragraph 7.4).

7.6 COCKPIT

The arrangement of the cockpit was made in accordance with applicable
sections of AI1DCM 80-1 Vol. 1 Handbook of Instructions for Aircraft
Designers and MIL-STD-803 Human Engineering Criteria. It was then
studied in a mockup and the hydraulic and controls simulator to assure
correct arrangenment and distances for pilot minimum effort with maxi-
mum efficiency.

For safety reasons all equipment mounted in the cockpit is installed to
withstand 30g crash conditions. All glass is of a nonsplintering type
(windows are of Plex 55).



Vision is at a maximum with minimum distortion and glass areas have a
luminous transmittance in excess of 70 percent. Precautions have been
taken to reduce bothersome reflections.

Controls locations and actuations are in accord with applicable sections
of MIL-STD-250A Cockpit Controls Location and Actuation, for Hell-
copters and MIL-STD-203 Cockpit Controls Location and Actuation for

Fixed Wing Aircraft.

A diluter/demand low pressure gaseous oxygen system is incorporated
and is sufficient to supply oxygen, up to 100 percent, for the pilot

throughout any possible aircraft mission.

7.7 LANDING GEAR

7.7.1 Main Gear

The basic fuselage mounted configuration of the main landing gear was

dictated by consideration of minimum wing weight. Considerations
peculiar to the fan-in-wing concept led to the use of a two position shift-

ing mechanism, providing two-station positions for the main wheels.

7.7.2 Nose Gear

The nose gear design concept is entirely conventional. Power steering

is not provided.

7.7.3 Loads

Loads were calculated by Ryan Structures Group ai d computing facilities

as outlined in Section 4. 10.

7.7.4 Stress Analysis

DAtail stress analysis of landing gear structural components was per-
formed by landing gear vendor and checked by Ryan Structures Group.

7.7.5 Shock Absorption

Shock absorbers were designed in accordance with MIL-S-8552. The
shock absorbers are of conventional oleo pneumatic configuration using
metering pin orifice control. Satisfactory performance of nose and main

shock absorbers was demonstrated by drop tests using vendor's test
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tower facilities. References giving detailed descrtption of test equip-
ment, instrumentation, and results are listed in the Component Qualifi-
cation data, Table 16.

7.7.6 Nose Gear Shimmy Suppression

Early difficulties involving dynamic instability of the nose wheel installa-
tion were encountered during high speed taxi tests and required detail
redesigi of the nose wheel fork, torque links, and shimmy damper
installation. An intensive development and testing program was launched
and satisfactorily completed prior to first flight.

7.7.6.1i General

A grou~p formed of Ryan/Republic dynamics and design engineers re-
viewed the shimmy suppression requirements, and assisted Loud Co.,
(lan.ding gear vendor), with the necessary redesign. Detail design recom-

mendations were made, chiefly in the design of the lower end of the forks
to provide a higher spring rate, a more positively retained axle, and a
higher damping ratio damper.

7.7.6.2 resting of Original ConfilTration

(4) Loud Co. obtained the use of the Lockheed wheel spin test facility at
iHye Canyon. The geex and shimmy damper from ship No. 1 were

installed on the drum test machine. A series of runs were per-
formed, witnessed by the Ryan/Republic engineers. These tests
confirmed the existence of a self-sustaining shimmy tendency of the

6ear.

(b) Loud Co. made torsional stiffness measurements of the nose gear
fork, torque linkage, and shock strut assembly to aid in redesign
analysis.

(c) Loud Co. made shimmy damper dynamic test runs to establish the
damping coefficient, as originally installed, to provide comparison
data with the redesigned damper and to support Ryan's analysis
effort.

7.7.6,3 Theoretical Investigation

This effort was conducted by the Ryan/Republic engineers. The investi-
gation consisted of an application of Moreland's theory and analytical
techniques to the XV-5A airframe/nose Fear configuration. As data
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became available from the various phases of testing, it was incorporated

in the analysis. First objective of the analysis was to obtain a correla-

I tion between the shimmy condition experienced with the aircraft using

Lockheed spin test results, and theoretical predictions. The effect of

variations in the major parameters such as gear torsional and lateral

stiffness, damping coefficient load, tire elastic effects, caster and

trail, taxi speed, shimmy frequency, mass distribution, etc., were then

j •studied. The investigation originally made use of the Ryan digital com-

puter. Work was transferred to the Ryan analog computer due to the

rapidity with which the effect of varying parameters could be studied

J with this facility.

The first computer run gave an excellent correlation with actual exper-

ience. It also indicated that with the original gear configuration, virtually
no amount of damping would provide stable operation at the nose gear

maximum required taxi speed. Design recommendations regarding in-

crease of nose wheel fork and torque linkage torsional stiffness and
shimmy damper coefficient at various shimmy frequencies were trans-
mitted to the Loud Co. and used for analysis of the redesign components.

The most critical condition appeared to be the light load condition at
point of take-off or immediately after touchdown. This showed the exist-

ence of an upper limit for the usable damping coefficient. Development
testing on the shimmy drum, and frequency and stiffness measurements
of the gear installed on the airplane subsequently showed this upper

I boundary to be imaginary,, which removed the "suspect" critical condition.

7.7.6.4 Redesigned Nose Gear Development and Shimmy Testing

(a) Nose Gear Torsional Stiffness

New wheel fork and torque links were made available for testing at1• Loud Co. These items were designed in accordance with Ryan/
Republic stiffness requirements. After one week's continuous test-
ing and development the nose gear assembly achieved satisfactory

stiffness measurements. Additional stiffening of the shimmy damper

mounting brackets and the torque link/damper shaft connection was

required.

ri (b) Shimmy Damper Development

Testing of the original shimmy damper with miaor modifications

I proved that the shimmy damper could not achieve the damping co-
efficient values required by the Ryan/Republic recommendations.

r l
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A new damper with improved vanes was designed, built, and tested.
Sufficient testing was performed to indicate the damper would meet
the predicted requirements.

"(c) Shimmy Drum Test

The stiffened nose gear with the new damper was installed on the
Rye Canyon shimmy test machine. Tests performed included:

1. Driven shimmy and damper performance.

2. Unrestrained shimmy up to maximum taxi speed with optimum
damper adjustment.

3. Unrestrained shimmy with reduced damping and taxi speed.

4. Lateral bending stiffness, natural frequency response and decay
rate measurements.

At the conclusion of these tests the gear/damper combination was
regarded as satisfactory over the entire load/speed spectrum. Also
confirmation of the lower boundary of acceptable damping coefficient
was obtained.

(d) Airframe/Nose Gear Matching (Computer Study)

The shimmy drum testing did not confirm the existence of an upper
limit of damping coefficient. The modified nose gear was installed
on ship No. 2 at Edwards AFB and lateral stiffness and frequency
response measurements of the complete system were obtained. The
data from these tests and the Uye Canyon shimmy drum testing were
incorporated in a refined analog computer study. This study indi-
cated satisfactory compatibility between airframe and nose gear and
removed the upper boundary limit on acceptable damping coefficient.
To provide additional margin, an increased figure of minimum damp-
ing coefficient was recommended as a desirable target for the
shimmy damper qualification test, which was met.

(e) High Speed Taxi and Flight Testing (Ship No. 2)

High speed taxi tests with the modified gear and shimmy damper
tests were successfully completed 5-22-64.

* 4
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7.7.7 Main Gear Two Position Mechanism

The portions of the mechanism designed and manufactured by Ryan were
subjected to detail stress analysis by Ryan Structures Group, and suc-

cessfully pased static proof tests.

7.7.8 Brakes

UML-W-5013 was used as a general guide in the preparation of the Ryan
drawing BCD L0003 lightweight wheel and brake specification. Considera-
tions of minimum hovering take-off weight and the specialized mission of
the aircraft, led to the acceptance of a limited number of stops between

relines. Kinetic energy requirements were determined by Ryan Engi-
neering Group and satisfactory compliance demonstrated on the vendor's

dynamometer equipment. For detailed report references, see Com-

ponent Qualification Data, Table 16.

7.7.9 Landing Gear Doors and Mechanisms

The landing gear doors and mechanisms were designed by Ryan Engi-

neering to conform to inflight operating loads predicted by Ryan Aero

dynamics Group. Detailed stress analysis was performed by Ryan
Structures Group.

7.7.10 Actuators

All actuators in the landing gear retraction, two-position, door and up-

latch mechanisms are of simple straight forward design. Restricted

functional and proof testing were performed by vendors and repeated in
Ryan Hydraulic Test Laboratory.

7.7.11 Landing Gear Operation

to

(a) Normal bydraulic system components, see Section 7.4,

Z (b) Emergency pneumatic system. The emergency system provides a
o4 completely Independent means of extending the lamding par. Thiso
system Is manually Initiated and will lower the par even In the
"event of complete electro/bydraulic system failure.

S(a) Hydraulic and pneumatic system components are listed In the

Hydraulics and Controls Component Qualification Data Tables.

II



7.7. 12 Functional Testing

Complete system testing of installed landing gear and auxiliaries was
performed prior to commencement of flight testing. Procedures and
results are aontained in References 39 and 40.

7.7.13 Structural Integrity

Statio testing by Ryan Test Group demonstrated satisfactory structural
strength and stiffness of landing gear and auxiliary components. Pro-
cedures and results are given In References 20. 21. and 22.

7.8 SAFETY PROVISIONS

7.8.1 Pilot Ejection Seat

The pilot's ejection seat was chosen for its capability at zero speed and
zero altitude. These characteristics are important to an aircraft
which would spend much time near the ground at speeds between 0 and
50 knots. The seat, an LW-2 North American Aviation, Columbus,
Ohio, ejection seat system was developed by NAA, under U.S. Army
contieot, for aircraft such as the XV-5A and was the best available
escape system to be foun,'., relative to the XV-5A aircraft flight envelope.
This system was test fired twice under simulated XV-5A conditions over
and above the development and demonstration test program. Further
discussion of these tests and the development program can be found in
North American Aviation report NA63H-817.

7.8.2 Provisions for Exterior Canopy Opening

Provisions for opf ning the pilot's canopy by the ground crew from the
outside have been made. From either side of the fuselage, with one
continuous motion, the latch mechanism may be operated and the canopy
opened by a person standing on the ground. This provision follows the
recommended procedures found in HIAD.

7.8.3 Emergency Egress by the Pilot

If for any reason, the pilot is unable to unlock the canopy and he does not
choose to eject through it, a heavy knife has been provided so that he can
break the canopy glass to climb through it. (Plextglass 55 will not
shatter and cause injury from sharp pieces.)
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7.8.4 Fire Protection

j7.8.4.1 Overheat Detection System And Firewarning

A temperature sensitive two-wire system is installed in those compart-
ments where overheat may occur, to set off a flashing light warning in
case of overheat. In the case of fire, with its attendant higher tempera-
tures, the steady light warning is given. These warning lights are located

I on the instrument panel, one for left, amd one for right engine
compartment.

j7.8.4.2 Fire Extinguishing System

The fire extinguishing system ib comprised of two bottles of two pounds
each bromotrifluoromethane (MIL-B-12218) plus valves and piping to
each engine compartment %% ith selection of one or both to either corn-
partment. This system is controlled by the pilot from a standard ar-

.. rangement on the instrui;-ent panel.

7.8.5 Spin/Drag Chute

A spin chute or high speed chute has been included for flight test program.
"This feature is not used for normal braking but is reserved for emergen-

Sdcies. The choice of high speed chute or spin chute installed must be
-. made prior to takeoif according to the planned test program.

"7.8.6 System Emergency Shut-Off Switches

To preclude catastrophic runaway on the horizontal stabilizer and on the
louver vector angle a warning light has been installed and shutoff switches
"have been included. The switches open the power circuit at the actuator
to shut off any possible system failure. These two possibilities were
discovered as potentially uncontrollable during the simulator flying test

"4 program.

7.8.7 System Redundancyiii
The control systems have been designed redundant so that the aircraft
could fly with any one power system out. The loss of one system in
hydraulic, electrical control, or stability augmentation systems will
not be noticeable to the pilot except as indicated by condition lights o01
the main instrument panel.

I Ui
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7.8.7.1 The hydraulic system is dual throughout and either side is

capable of complete control (see 7.4. 1).

7.8.7.2 The electrical system is, in the control areas, dual redun-
dant, and in the power source, is triple, so that even if two generators fail, -

the emergency buss is still povwered by a battery, ( see Section 7. 3).

7.8.7.3 The SAS (Stability Augmentation System) is dual with one
system variable by the pilot and a backup system previously set to a
safe control mode. System changeover is automatic (see Section 7.3.6).

I 0
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8.0 OPERATING LIMITATIONS AND INFORMATION

8.1 OPERATING DEMONSTFATED LIMITATIONS

8.1.1 Flight Limitations

The following paragraphs present a summary of the limiting flying

speeds. For a more detailed coverage of all limitations, see Ryan
Report No. 64B150, Pilot's OperatingMan4i/.

8.1.1.1 Maximum Flight Speed 400 KEAS

The aircraft has been flight tested to this condition.

8.1.1.2 Maximum Approach Speed 180 KEAS

This speed applies to the extension of flaps, landing gear, nose fan

pitch doors, inlet louvers, and'txit louvers.

",.8.1.1.3 Conversion Speed

Fans to Turbojet 85-95 KIAS

Turbojet to Fans 95-105 KIAS

8.1.2 Power Plant Limitations

For the ground crew and others responsible for the aircraft or power
plant, refer to T.O. -2J-J85-56.

OPERATING LIMITS

Item Limits Remarks

NOTE!

This figure supplies the maximum or minimum
values for Standard Day Sea Level Static Conditions.

1. STARTING TIME 20 to 50 Seconds Starting time shall be
(Nominal) measured from the

initial tachometer
Indication of engine
RPM to stabilize idle
speed.
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Item Limits Remarks

2. ENGINE SPEED 48(t1)% RPM Conventional Mode
IDLE SETTING 70% RPM Fan Mode

IDLE SPEED 3% RPM Within the 46.5-
FLUCTUATION (peak to peak) 49.5% RPM range.

MILITARY 102(±+)% RPM 1
SETTING for 30 minutes

NOTE! J
The military speed setting (102 (±I)% should be
repeatable at any given condition. A change in

condition will affect repeatability. Approximately
30 minutes continuous operation at Military setting 1

is allowable.

MILITARY ±1% RPM
FLUCTUATION

OVERSPEED 104% RPM See Maintenance T.O. I
Transient for Engine Rotor Dis-

position if speed ex-

ceeds 104%. I
S/.QTh' -~

Normal max during start 800"C.

Pilot should chop throttle If EGT goes to 8900C on

fire-up.

3. EXHAUST GAS 980"C MAX
TEMPERATURE (1800"F MAX)
(ECT) STARTING I

IiI
K -

F #1
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Item Limits Remarks

If EOT Is 0oomstently high during starting, cheek
AIS diverter valve for full opening. V

IDLE S55 to 6O0CL
(1202-n MA"

f I=iARY 680 (1  LimUits for staWM-_WC state operafUt. For
overtem8peraturt limits

during tart and other
tlm satrt, am

MalMemimo T.O.

4. OIL PRESSURE

IDLE 5 pseg (MM On odd starts, up to
20 pesg P(M lpg It s tsuatve&.

MILITARY 20 petg (MM) Not more thea 10 psig
50 pesg (MAX) (M}AX) chmge from

Normd Is allowed.

FLCTUATAoN t2 psig 10 psig (MAX) oane.

S. IGNITIN GENERATOR
DUTY CYCLE A. 2 minutes on. Select eith OPce.

3m/minies off.
- 3 Elates 0-4

23 mlmutes off.

•all

PANl IMITATIOt

ft" faa - ImiMd to 106% WPM Sta 1t.2

Wing fas - Umited to 100% RPM Stady ftate



NOTE I

See Section 1, SuLsection 2.0 fri overspeed pro-

tection system.

8. 1.3 Weight flaug) and Center of Grav_-y

8.1.3.1 WMdght and Balance

The ranges of weight and center of grn'ity within which the airplane may

be safely operated are pi-esented in the: Re:ere-ce 37.

Low fuel does not adversely affect the balance or stability of the airplane.

8.1.3.2 Use of Ballast

Provision for removable ballast haVL been incorporated in the aircraft.

If the airplane c. g. should exceed the forward limit, load ballast may be

Installed on the platform and retaining bolts provided in the aft electrical

copmartneat at approximately Fuselage Statlin 481. A maximum of

200 pounds may be installed, us show.n on Ryan DrawiNg 143D068.

S1ould the sai c. g. limit be exceeded, ballast up to 600 pounds may be

added at the observer's or instrumentation lucation.

8 1.3.3 E!y p t

The empty weight and correspordlng venter of gravity locition shall

include all fixed ballast, the unusable fuel, wmdrainable oil and hydraulic

fluid. The %vlght and location of the above itcms (not i--luding ballast)

and items of equipment may be found in f,'Aer4',ve fj7

8.1.3.4 Maximum Weight

The maximum design weight of the airplane is 9200 pounds at tbe limit

load factor 0 4.0 (ultimate 6.0). The weight may be Increased above

9200 pounds if the load factor Is proportionally redced so the q W

Product remains constant.



8.1.3.5 Minimum WeMiht

The minimum wetght for the airplane is 8236 pounds. s

8.1.3.6 Center of Gravity Position

With no fuel in the extended range belly tank, it is not possible to exceed

the a. g. limits if the erpty ftuel - gear dm, and full fuel - gear up,
conditions are within limits, and providing tag is oonumem d equally
from the forward and aft tanks.

S! With the extended ranp belly tank fuOl aboard, It Is possible to mused
the center of gravity limits. Proper losding and recommended fuel
conumpnqtion for thi condition may be derived from the Cedier of Gravity
Travel Graph on Page 161 of Reference 37.
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9.0 RELUABILITY DATA

9.1 SIMULATOR COMPONENT FAILURE STUDY

This section of the fl/ghtworthnese report presents the resulto of an
Investigation of the effects of simulated component failure In the XV5AI Flight Research Aircraft. The purposes of this Investigation include
the effects of component failures on system performance and aircraft
behavior to establish envelopes of recovery capabilities, and development of
recovery techniques and familiarization of pilots with failure symptoms
and recovery procedures. (Refer to Reference 38 for a complete

description of simulator '-onfiguration and data limitations).

9.1.2 Component Failure Mode Analsis

The first part of the failure mode analysis was to review each airplan
system to identify those component/system failure modes most likely
to occur, and most likely to adversely affect airplane operation. This
review identified 85 oomponent/system failure modes. Further analysis
of the expected effects of failure, and suitability of simulation, resulted
in selection of 45 significant component/system failure modes to be
investigated on the simulator. In general, those failure modes not
simulated were for one of the following reasons:

1. The failure mode was beyond the scope of the simulator to acoom-
push a valid simulation due to oonfiguration limitations, or the
range of validity of the simulator controlling data.

2. The effect on the airplane of failure modes of several different
components could be duplicated by simulating one particular oom-

N ponent failure mode.
ZU
<0 3. Some component failure modes were found to be not hazardous after

the effects of failure analysis was completed.

The results of the component/system failure mode analysis are sum-
marized in Table 1 following. The effect of failure, for each failure
mode, for each component/system is presented. Codes were assigned
to each failure mode to simplify annotating data tapes.
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TABLE 1
COMPONENT FAILURE MODES

SYSTEM OR
COMPONENT FAILURE MODE CODE EFFECT Or FAILURE REMARKS

oas Generator 1) Ream out El2 Instant gas power loss including Modes 1. 2, and 3
hydraulic, electrical and cooling look the sean. on
blower on that engine, simulator. (Air

restarting esnnet be

2) Flame out E12 Inatant gas power loas, hydraulic, simulated.)
electrical and cooling blower run
down as function of windmUilling.
(Air restart may be possible.)

3) No accessory power Ei2 Same as I above plus no engine
from PTO pad driven fuel pump (air restart not

possible).

4) Fuel control F1 Osclllating gas generator RPM'.
oscillation and power output

Ilydrauio 1) No mechanical power Loss of following functions: * Not simulated be-
System No. I power Input, or no a. Pitch axsi stability oues previous

hydraulic power out augmentation simulation work
due to pump failure b. Normal landing gear operation indicated no problems
or fluid loss. v. Thrust spotter actuation and presure loses

d. Slightly increased time con- always part of single
stants for remaining hydraulic engine failure.
system functions, Note: 1. Rtab. Aug.

failure done sepa-

rately (see run codes
A3, 83 and 94).

Hydraulic 1) No mechanical power Slightly increased time constants C Same as Hydrsulic

System No. 2 input, or no hydraulic for hydraulic functions In tandem System No. 1 except
power out due to pump with Hydraulic System No. 1. does not affect pitch
failure or fluid lose. SAS.

Horizontal 1) immobile actuator Fixed pitch trim condition and
Stabilizer (mechanlial) convera~one not possible.
Control

2) Directional control Ea.3 Stabilizer travels at slower (single $ (E1. up coil open)

valve coil circuit open. E14 symtem) rate in direction(s) * (EI4 down coil open)
(Either coil - i.e. up affected.
or down - in either

valve - i.e. No. I Hiyd.
or No. 2 Ilyd. System)
or either valve jammed
In neutral.

3) Control valve hard over El* Runaway stabilizer In direction 0 (El hard down)

(ulectrical short or E2 affected. 0 (El hard up)

mechanically jammed)

4a) Bypass valve (-6 E4 a.) CTOL trim rate famter than No high speed CTOL

restrictor) failed open. nominal rate, VTOL and simulations to test
conversion trim rates Normal. effect of failure.

4b) Failed closed * b.) CTOL trim rate normal, VTOL 0 (See E19 and E22)
and conversion trim rates les
than nominal (may or may not
affect conversion capability)



TABLE I 'Continued)

SYS'F[M (M1

Hoarizonbtal 5H*) Il)'pasi Valive (-3 0 Ia.) Conversion trim rate normal, * Similar to E4
Staiulizizr rentrictor) failedl open. CTOI. VTFOL trim rates faster
Control (Cont'd.) [hall nominal.

5b) Fulled clost-d 0 b.) crtO. aand VTOL. trim rates * Similar to E4
normal, conve-raion trim rate
less than. nominal (may or may
noi affect conversions).

6.a) Oltoh bypasso conitrol - a,) Conversion trim rate normal, * Double failure.
valves failed open (in both CTOI., VTOI. trim rates Note.: 111gb speed
one hydraulic system faster than nominal. (Greatest JCTOL) flight
only). effect In high speed flight.) failures not

simulated.

6b) railvd closed (in one F.2 b.) CTOI. trim rate normalt, both
hydraulic systemi only). VTO1. und c'onversion rates

hats thin% nominal.

7u.) Htabilizer rate switch 1-:17 a.) l'ermits conversion regardless
failed short. of stabilizer irim rate.

7b) Failed open. i:Io Ii. Interrupts conversion regardless
of stabilizer trim rate.

ha.) Conversiogi position * a.) No iisisiilizer driver front. the 40 Failure effect
limit swlild Failedl I ff~ecteti hydraulic system. same as directional
ope-n, control valve open

coll (see E13 and
F: 14).

81.) Fa'.iled short * b.) Overrun prograinnied conversion 0 Not simulated
cycvi uend point. Significant only because of potential
during VTI'0. to VTOL. damage to actuator.
cunver lionsi.

Ual. Stick grip trios switch isa.) No pitch tions change possitble *Not considered
failed opt-n. In direction affected. eatastrophic failure.

91j) F'ailed short 40 1j.) Itunoway utabil~izer In direction Similar to control
asf-IeCted valve hardovor or

jammed (El and E2).

LO)) Conversilon trlion rate 0 Inte-rrupted conversion (diverter CSimilar to E16
too slow valves cannot chiangte due to low rate

then stnibiliaer program Is stopped
beclause divertur valveis do not
change).

11) Diverter Valves 4 Interrupted convrsifou (stabilizer *Similar to EIG
No 00 program stoppe-d because diverter

valves do not change).



TABLE 1 (Continued)

SYSTEM OR
COMPONENT FAILURE MODE CODE EFFECT OF FAILURE REMARKS

Stability 1) Single axis no output D31) Loss (if stabilization in that axis. Overall effect on air-
Augmentation 112) plane flying qualities
System 113) uncertain.

2) Single axial hard Al) Apparent trimi change in axis Overall effect on air-
over A2) affected followed by no stabili- plane flying qualities

A3) zation in that axis, uncertain.

3) All axes dead 114 No stability augmentation (most Overall effect on air-
critical at lower VTOL speeds. plane flying qualities

uncertain.

41k) Maneuvering switch D2* it) No change fromt holding gain to Aircraft is expected
failed open. maneuvering gain in 1/2 utis to feel "Stiffer" in half

affected. axis affected.
*(All SAS channels in
hold was simulated fall.)

4b) Maneuvering switch DI* Ii) No change front maneuvering Aircraft is expected to
failed closed, gain to holding gain in half fuel looser in half Wxs

axis affected, affected.
'(All SAS channels in
man~euvering was failure
simulated.)

5a) ElIto/yd§ui c C1 it and t4) No appreciable effects due (ltoU1/Yaw oly

5b) Coll ffollowhodtoC

hydrulickaevo- mallredctio ofSAS gj:kia in

(Electrical, hy-
draulic, oir iechuin-
kcal) in roli/yaw

(iii) p'itch axx.m la Tri irmm changeo in direction affected *See single axis hard
hilloawed bjy no pitch axis over.

7a) No hydraiulic saiwer 14 i Losis ual pitch axis iii tbillzation 'No special run. Bee
front No. I Hytyd au- told rulduced giltim in roil/yaw minlile, engine
lic Sysitemmi. axes, recoveries.

7b) lrion No. 2 b) RiIeducedl stabilization gain In OManlie
Hlydraulic Mysitemin. roil/yaw axes.

With roll/yaw vults Jun C4 Test on simnulator for flight effects.
usu kmtvur serve-j~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~~~uulr ie~.i~shored.ia W 4 Ta msmltrb lgtefc
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TABLE 1 (Continued)

SYSTEM OR
COMPONENT FAILURE MODE CODE EFFECT OF FAILURE REMARKS

Stability One roll/yaw coil open and C5 Test on simulator for effect.
IAugmentation one coil abort (on one
System (Cont'd.) servo-actuator).

Throttle Cut- 1) Pilot permits fan F2 Throttle setting automatically reduced
Back System overspeed condition to 70% power position on both engines.

to develop.

2) False overspeed ElO Throttle setting automatioally reduced
signal, to 70% power position on both engines.

3) Overspending fan(s) * Both throttles cut-back to 70% power *Not simulated
not slowed down setting when reset button released.
sufficiently to
accomplish reset.

Diverter Valves 1) CTOL to VTOL first F3 Stabilizer control circuit sees Requires double failure
motion interlock diverter valve In VTOL position if to be a problem (e.g.
switch failed short. true or not (and would conUnue pro- diverter valve

grammed trim change wih "NO 00").
diverter valve operation).

j 2) VTOL to CTOL first F4 Same as F3 except control circuit Same as abo
motion interlock sees diverter valve in CTOL politon.
switch failed short.

3) Diverter valve se- F5 Diverter valve operates 0.3 seoond
quencing time delay early (concurrent with stabilizer
relay failed short "programmed rute" signal, i.e. No
(CTOL to VTOL only) time delay).

4) Diverter valve time F6 Interrupted conversion from con-
delay relay falls vontional mode to fan mode due to
open. no diverter valve operation.

Wing Fan I) Door(s) fail to open Interrupted conversion. Possible *Not able to simulate.
Doors (CTOL to VTOL4 adverse roll, pitch or yaw moments

'T during attempted conversion mines-
t. var (15 possible combinations of

4ýevents)

2) Door(s) fail to close FT* Possible adverse roll, pitoh or yaw 0"ot ibis to simulate.
(VTOl14 moments after oompletion of con-

version maneuver (16 possible coam-
binations of events).

Thrust One door falls to deploy Asymmetric thrust, resulting is *Uumble to seimulg.
Spoiler Doors or deployment angle uncontrollable yawing moment.f ~ greatly reduce&. !

Thrust Vector is) ria mode Interlock Fl0 hnterrupts CTOL to VTOL converslon Prgrairmmer @wMob

Actuator switch failed open. and "Introk~s No-Go" lana isor A or

lights (batwe00v 45' -W; no
effect atv 45').

lb Failed sort No offnot during normal two step oem- .Nnt slmulged. NoW,
version (becu louvers are &lways Osnversiom could o@ r-
opened to 46' before onavereion is 1 4L 6 It oem-
commeademmetale (I 4. WA

oo~eiea".
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TABLE 1 (Continued)

SYSTEM OR
COMPONENT FAILURE MODE CODE EFFECT OF FAILURE REMARKS

Thrust Vector 20' Conventional mode $ a) Permits Inadvertent VTOL to (Progra~nmer switch E -

Actuator Interlock switch CTOL conversions at less than or (1)
(Cotxtd.) failed abort (7* to fi.v = 45. *Not simulated - no

45-). direct malfunction re-
sults from failure. -

2b) Failed open 445* to F~i b) Prevents converaion to CTOL
90ji V) (closed circuit is first condi-

tion required for conversion).

3a) Vector louver con- Li Pilot unable to command reduced (Programmer switch M)
trol "open" failed vector aingle (sets minimum fan
open (-7* to mode forward speed).
+451pv).

3b) Failed abort (45 ' Permits beep switch to open louvers 'Did not simulate.
to 9O*) in CTOL.

4a) Auto open switch u ) Permits louvers to devector to This failure would not
failed short (-7* to -7% and at end of stroke actuator cause flight problem as
t45'Pv). could burn 'ip or blow out circuit a single failure. (Pro-

breaker. grammar switch IQ)
'Not simulated (aim-

4b) Failed open (45* ' ) CQuinot put aircraft in precom- ulator always in pro-
to 90*P version configuration because conversion configuration.

v louvers (vector actuator) cannot

be moved to P~, - 45* poslitio to
close 45' Interlock.

5a) Autu-Close swituh ' a) Louvers not close after VTOL to (Programmer switch J)
failed open (-7' to CTOL conversion. 'Not simulated - same

too~p V)reason as 4b and be-
caused not major prob-

lem in flight.

5b) Failed abort. K74 b) Permits louvers to vector to ('K7 Check Swilh a.g
90'. and at und of stroke actua- relay.
tor could burn up or blow cir-

cuit breaker.

tin) Vector louver con- ' ia) Pilot unabie to comamintd in%- (Programmer switch 14
trol closed switch creased vector angle (sets *Not simulated.
failed uoen (-7* maximumn forward aspee).
to ý50)

Ob) Falled short (+45' F12 Permits vector trim switch (stick
to 4901po. grip) to drive louvers beyead 450.

7a) Throttle cutback Ell Throttle cutback could occur (not (Progiaminer switch It)
interlock switch interlocked out) at low vector
failed short -?- to angles.

7b) Pailed open 20*i to ' Throttle ceibook not available it *Not simulate
required. .
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TABLE 1 (Continued)

ISYSTEM OR

COMPONENT FAILURE MODE CODE EFFECT OF FAILURE REMARIK

Thrust Vector 7c) Fulled abort (45" to c o) Throttle cutback possible in both *Not simulated
Actuator 90°0,). CTOL and VTOL (not interlocked

(Cont'd.) out).

8a) Trim cootrol inter- a) Fan trim and automatic stick trim 'Not simulae
lock switch failed functions disubled. Stick grip
abort (-76 to +206#v). trim switch operates aerodynamic

trim functions.

8b) Failed open (20" b) Stick grip trim functiona disabled. *Not aimlalded
to 45P). Stick grip fan trinm and auto-

matgc stick trim functiona
operate.

Bo) Failed hbort (45 o) Saono as a. but only wlan mode 'Not aimmidated

Inoreasing vector angie LA Pilot may not be able to maintain
-, runaway (-7' to +45'pv). altitude as vector angle increases.

-• Deoreasing veLor ,qgleo Li No adverse effect exiected. verify

runaway (-7/ to +45pv). on simulator

Flaps Asymmetric Deployment Adverse roll und yaw momemts pro- Uthnable to silate
portional to the maglitude of asym-
metry (aerodynuami data indOioea

adveras roll moment greater tIm
aileron roll moment).

Coontrols 1) Convlete lose of 1) Itol power reduced to inro- *UtaMI to aii.i
saler a boost power dynamio servo-tab capability
(CTOL only). only.

3) Forward louver KI 2) Reduced roll/yaw control power
torque tube "0pe1". In fan mods.

-,4 3) Aft louver torque K2 3) Itedtaed roll/yaw control power

4) 4Opn". lint £3 4) No alitwils control wak il
system sltck (owlt depe oShro@le

1) Mal to pih amier K4 6) He pi0ho •entrol at low lan mei
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9.1.3 Failure Simulating Controls

Failures were induced in three ways: by removing bolts from the simu-
lator hardware, by manipulating the analog computer controls, and by

installing control panels to simulate various electrical and hydraulic
failures. Electrical failure control boxes are shown in Figures 48, 50,
53 and 54. Figure 48 shows the stabilizer control panel. This panel
permitted simulation of all stabilizer directional and rate control valve,
and rate sensing transducer failures. Figure 50 shows the control panel
used to simulate switch failures in the thrust vector actuator program-
mer. Figures 53 and 54 show the two stability augmentation system
failure control panels. Simulated louver servo-valve coil open and short
circuits, and integrator cutout switch open and short circuits were in-
troduced by these panels.

9.1.4 Flight Plans

Three basic flight plans were utilized for this study. They were de-
signed to accomplish pilot and airplane exposure to random failures

throughout the fan-powered flight regime; conversions in both directions

and in the preconversion configuration, or to produce special cenditions
for certain specific failures.

9.1.4.1 General Flight Plan

A general flight plan was utilized for most of the failure study. This
flight plan started with fan-powered flight at 300 feet altitude and 0 knots
velocity. This was followed by a standard routine of climbing and de-
scending 3600 turns, vectoring and devectoring, and conversion in both
directions. The flight plin was divided into 18 phases, and was flown

continuously until it faiilure forced a change. or deviations were called

for to further randomize the routine.

To further simulate an actual flight situation, the pilot was required to

regularly state his flight condition, the aircraft position with respect to

the terrain (i.e. visual display) and his intentions. The pilots were also
instructed to indicate all suspected trouble when first deteted, and then
follow up with a description of his diagnosis and oorrective action.

Failures were introduced randomly and without notice to the pilot.

9.1.4.2 Single Engine Recover Envelope

Before the actual simulated failure program was run on the simulator,

jboth the fan mode single engine recovery procedure and recovery
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envelope were developed. This was accomplished by using the following
flight plan. Each flight was initiated with altitude fixed at 1000 feet with
single engine power, and the airplane trimmed for balanced flight at that
specific speed point. Single engine failures could not be simulated for
trim:med speeds less than Pv = 10° due to computer data limitations.

9.1.4.3 pecial Maneuvers

Two special maneuvers were flown at v = 450 in order to deliberately

approach fan stall and induce fan overspeed cutbacks. One maneuver
was phugoid to simulate high speed, high angle of attack conditions. The

. other was maximum straight and level speed in fan mode.

9.1.5 Failure Recovery Criteria

Recovery criteria for this test program was established on the basis of
airplane characteristics. An unsuccessful recovery (crash) was defined
as ground contact with a sink rate greater than 10-feet per second and/or
an unrecoverable stall. Stall was defined as occurring at 15i angle of
attack. All other failure recoveries were considered successful. The
10-feet per second sink rate is the design limit load for the landing gear
at a 9200 pound gross weight.

9.1.6 Fan Mode Single Engine Recovery Envelope
"and Recovery Procedure

The XV-MA is unable to sustain flight in the fan mode with only one engine
operating. Th. objecUve of this part of the simulated failure program
was to determine the boundary of velocity vs. altitude region. In thift
condition, if one engine should fail. the pilot would be unable to accom-
push a safe landing within the limits as defined In Paragraph 9.1.a.

The speed range from 23.3 knots (10' v) through 73 knots(40"-0 ) wa

I .• investigated. A variety of flight paths and piloting techniques were tried
at each speed point. Sink rate versus altitude data was plotted on an
X-Y plotter for each test point. From this data. an optimised recovery
procedure was developed and the minimum recovery envelope was
derived.
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9.1.6.1 Fan Mode Single Engine Recovery Procedure

A. Between 60 knots and conversion speed, use excess speed for
altitude and sink rate control to achieve 60 knots minimum STOL
landing.

1. If conditions permit, hold 75 knot glide. This will permit hold-
ing zero fpm Pink rate for four to five seconds following landing
flare. J

B. At 60 knots and less the standard single engine recovery is:

1. Immediate pushover to accelerate aircraft (normal nose down
tendency due to reduced power will help). J

2. Maintain approximately zero degrees a and accelerate to
60 knots.

3. Roundout minimum altitude is 80 feet.

4. Flare, to hold sink rate at 600 fpm or less at touchdown.

The recovery envelope is shown in Figure 56. Shown also is a discon- I
tinuous line marked "Hold 600 Per Minute." Several flights were com-
pleted in the flared condition starting from this initial velocity at failure.
The aircraft was flown, in all cases, for altitude losses of 200 feet or I
more before stall occurred.

9.1.7 Simulator Test Cases and Other Data

Table 2 is a summary of the complete simulated failures program. Each
failure, if successfully recovered or not, and the flight phase is indicated
on this table. The eight categories for the 45 failure modes are also
shown. Each category Is briefly discussed. The significant failure
modes, flight conditions, failure symptoms and recommended corrective
action are Indicated. Updating is also included and is based on material
that has been derived from systems failure analysis conducted after j
completion of the simulated failures tests, and from the actual Phase I
"light Test Program. i
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Figure 56 Single Engine Out Recovery (Simulator Results)
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9.1.7. 1 Stability Augmentation System

In general, no major problems could be detected with respect to stability
augmentation system failures throughout the entire fan mode flight

regime. This insensitivity to failures included inoperative single axis,
inoperative multiple axes, and single axis hard-over signals. Hard-over

signals result only in a biased displacement of the affected control, as if
a trim change had taken place. This is accompanied by an apparent
looseness in the affected control axis. Single axis inoperative failures
appear in the same manner, but without the trim change effect. Most

single component failures were practically undetectable

Airplane flying qualities and pilot workload during SAS failures was not

well reported. Subsequent information indicates that aerodynamic sta- --

bility looses its effectiveness below 40 knots.

9.1.7. 1. 1 Significant Failure Modes and Recommended Corrective
Action

A. Primary Channel Dead (all 3 axes)

1. Flight Conditions

a. VTOL, less than 40 knots. Note: Above 40 knots

aerodynamic stability effective.

2. Failure Symptoms

a. Stability looseness as velocity decreases below 40 knots,
approaching uncontrollability as hovering is approached.

(1) Roll problem below 40 knots

(2) Pitch problem below 30 knots

(3) Yaw relatively no problem, even at hover

3. Corrective Action

a. Select STANDBY SAS (switch on control stick)

4. Flight termination for VTOL flight below 40 knots.
CTOL flight plan may be resumed. Hover, STOL or
conversion to CTOL for landing optional.
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I B. Single Axis Hard-over

S•1. Flight Conditions

a. VTOL, less than 40 knots (roll) or 30 knots (pitch) depending
on axis affected.

2. Failure Symptoms

a. Trim change in axis affected accompanied by stability
S-. looseness in that axis as described above.

3. Corrective Action

a. Select STANDBY SAS

SI4. Flight termination for VTOL flight below 40 knots. CTOL
flight plan may be resumed. However, STOL or conversion to
CTOL for landing optional.

9.1.7.2 Horizontal Stabilizer Control

Stabilizer runaway trim as simulated by directional •.ontrol valve hard
up and hard down signals was the only significant "single failure" mode
in this category. By the time the pilot could diagnose the nature of the

S..problem, effective corrective action was quite unlikely. A combination
audible warning (in the pilot's headset) and a visual warning (on the
instrument panel) proved effective in reducing pilot recognition time,

- and improving corrective action. This warning system was subsequent-
ly incorporated in the airplanes. (See Paragraph 9. 1.7.8 for other
effects of stabilizer problems.)

9.1.7.2.1 Horizontal Stabilizer Failure Modes and Corrective Action
Recommendations

.Z A. Runaway (nose down trim)

1. Flgh Conditions

I a. CTOL mode

I b. Preconversion mode

S?(
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2. Failure Symptoms

a. Stabilizer motion warning: light, sound and trim indi-
cator moving in nose down direction.

b. Increasing nose down trim (1/40 - 1/2° per second
stabilizer travel).

3. Corrective Action

a. Immediate corrective action required.

b. Simultaneously select emergency stabilizer trim and
nose up trim. Retrim on emergency trim as required.

4. Flight termination recommended.

5. Conventional landing may be made in either CTOL or pre-
conversion configuration.

6. Conversion not pmisible with emergency trim selected.
(Wing fan doors open and cycle stops.)

7. If conditions permit, STANDBY Conversion Control Interlock
System may be selected to restore control stick pitch trim
switch authority; proceed as follows:

a. Select STANDBY (lift stick switch).

b. Test STANDBY by selecting emergency trim off. If
stabilizer still moves, select emergency trim and stay
in the STANDBY conflipraion.

8. Conversion not recommended on STANDBY under conditions
of single system capability.

9. Never return to PRIMARY after selecting STANDBY.

B. Runaway nose up trim

1. Flight Conditions

a. VTOL mode

a a.



2. Failure Symptoms

I1 a. Stabilizer motion warning: light and sound and trim in-
dicator moving in nose up direction.

b. Increasing nose up trim (2. 8 per second stabilizer
travel).

3. Corrective Action

a. Simultaneously select emergency stabilizer trim. Re-
trim on emergency as required.

b. Immediate corrective action required above 30 knots.
Note: As speed decreases, stabilizer becomes less
effective so failure becomes less critical.

"4. Flight termination recommended,

5. STOL or hover landing may be made.

6. Conversion not possible with emergency trim selected.

7. If conditions permit, STANDBY may be selected to restore
control stick pitch trim switch authority; proceed as
follows-

a. Select STANDBY (lift stick switch)

b. Test STANDBY by selecting emergency trim off. If
stabilizer still moves, select emergency trim and sa
In STANDBY configuration

8. Conversion not recommended on STANDBY under conditions
of single system capability.

9. Never return to PRIMARY after selecting STANDBY.

.'4
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9.1.7.3. Fan Overspeed Cutback

No problems were encountered as a result of overspeed cutbacks, in-

cluding both false cutbacks and normal cutbacks. Cutbacks are regular-

ly encountered during actual VTOL flight and have not displayed any

dangerous characteristics.

9.1.7.3.1 Fan Overspeed Cutback Flight Conditions and Symptoms

A. CTOL to VTOL Conversion

1. Flight rCnditions

a. Preconversion configuration at 87 - 97% J -85 rpm and

105 knots.

b. Increase J-85 rpm to 98 - 100% J-85 rpm just prior to

VTOL mode select to achieve 100% fan rpm after con-
version.

c. If J-85 rp m power setting too high (102 - 103% rpm

normal max. power), fan over-speed throttle cutback

will occur after conversion.

2. Symptoms

a. Power lever stiffens.

b. Engine and fan rpm low.

c. Throttle cutback to 70%1 power setting (99% rpm)

3. Corrective Action

a. Retard throttle tevers and Reset Power (pushbutton
switch on lift stick).

4. Resume flight plan.

B. VTOL Mode

1. Fight Conditions

a. Vectoring toward 45%

its
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l, 2. Failure Symptoms

a. Power lever stiffens.

b. Engine and fan rpm low.

3. Corrective Action

a. Retard throttle levers and Reset Power (pushbuttom

switch on lift stick)

4. Resume flight plan.

9.1.7.4 Gas Generators

Loss of power from one engine when the airplane is in the fan mode and
inside the predicted recovery envelope is a critical failure. However,
most failures outside the re covery envelope were recovered. Flaring
too high and/or stalling was a common cause of nonrecovery.

"The initial conditions for several engine failure simulations with the
[I resulta are shown in Figure 57. Crashes are Indicated by X. Re-

coveries (safe landingsu are indicated by C3

An ocIllatilrg fuel control failure resulted in siguificant pilot workload

hicrease for both trials. No conclusions for appropriate corrective
actions were reached.

9.1.7.4.1 Biagie E"gn Failure' Recover Proceduress

A. Diccess criteria sink rate < 600 fpm and < 15" a

B. In conventional or preconverauon. Conventional landing as is.

C. During conversion either way. Fan or conventimal reoovewy

optional.

>1 D. Bowoea 60 knots and conversin posd. Use emces speed for
altitude and sink rate control to achieve 60 knots mkiaum
SToL landing.

E. If conditions permit, hold 75 knots glide. Thin will permit hold-
Log 0 fpm sink rate for 4 - 5 secoods to4-•g landing flare.
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I F Below 60 knots Standard single engine fan recovery.

I 1. Immediate pushover to accelerate aircraft. (Normal nose

down tendency due to reduced power will help.)

2 2. Maintain approximately Q & and accelerate to 60 knots.

3. Roundout minimum altitude = 80 ft.

4. Flare to keep sink rate 600 fpm or less at touchdown.

9.1.7.5 Thrust Vector Actuator

"Only one failure in the thrust vector actuator program resulted in a
-' crash during the simulated failures study. This was a trim interlock

switch short-circuit failure. The pilots had become accustomed to de-
pending upon this switch to stop the vector actuator at 45"l . The
"failure was introduced without the pilot's knowledge (as were all failures
during the study). Aa a result, he vectored beyond 45" inducifg fan

1 tstall and overspeed cutback. Airplane stall and a crash followed. Sub-
sequently, the pilots were careful not to exceed 45* vector angle anid
this failure caused no further problems.

This failure Is felt to be representative of many of the failures that did
not result In crashes because they all contributed to forcing the pilots to
become totally aware of all the cockpit instruments oad functions. All
previous work in the simulator had been devoted to the development of
particular handling qualities, or specific single Items of Interest. Dur-
Ing this phase of the simulation, they could not allow their attention to
become so focused, and therefore this work was good preparation for
actual flight.

Vector actuator rieway did not cause any significant problems during
4O this simulation, because it was not permitted to proceed beyond 45"
C1 vector angle on the presumption that this would require a double failure.

*z When the pilot recognized the failure, which was artilfoalay linoeed, i
*mm would be removed. This was necessary becous the method hosem to

>1 simulate the failure prevented damage to the thrust vector actutor.

I



After a more complete failure analysis of the system, tWi assumption
was proved false. A vector stop switch was addto the airplanes to
allow the pilot to prevent a runaway vector from becoming catastrophic.

p.1..5.1Thrust Vector Actuator Programmer Failure Modes and
Corrective Actions

A. Trim Interlock Failed Short

1. Flight Conditions

a. VTOL flight approaching conversion to CTOL.

2. Failure Symptoms

a. Loss of lift

b. Fan overapeed

c. Vector angle greater than 450.

3. Corrective Action

a. De-vector to 450

b. Maintain 100% fan rpms

c. Convert to CTOL

4. Resume flight plan.

B. Vector Runaway

1. Flight Conditions

a. VTOL from hover to conversion

2. Failure Symptoms

a. Aircraft starts to accelerate

b. Vector aogle increasing.

o. If vector angle greater thas 50" fan overeseed and

throttle cutback occur.

-- W
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1 3. Corrective Action

3 a. Immediately deactivate vector actuator with vector stop
switch.

J b. If occurs during takeoff and altitude permits, land as is.

c. For runaway in 0* to 45* direction, If vector runaway
is stopped at low vector angle, at altitude, and fuel
supply and VTOL landing conditions make CTOL landing

T imperative, use vector stop switch to advance vector
angle to acromplish transition to conversion speed per-
missible.

d. If vector angle is greater than 45%, convert as soon
as possible.

4. CTOL or VTOL landing optional.

- j5. Flight termination recommended.

9.1.7.6 Diverter Valves

Dliverter valve time delay relay failures did not cause any unrecoverable
"- flight conditions. However, another possibility of a split mode config-
.1 uration was discovered. The pilot made a conversion from fan to con-

ventlonal, and then deliberately and quickly re-selected the fan mode.
The stabilizer actuator position switch interlock circuitry was re-con-
figured to prevent this problem from re-ocourring, both on the airplanes
and on the simulator. (See Paragraph 9.1.7.8 for the effects of divertewr

-q

j valve "NO 00" problems.)

9.1.7.7 Mechanical Mixer

0I Most ot the failures in this category resulted in crashes. Those that

moved as ooou as the pilot recognized the failure. These failures were

introduced by slipping bolts out of place in the mechanical control

it system, and were replaced as soon as necessary to prevent damage to
the sI=mu• herd•ware. The usual reaction was lose of attitude eoutrol
followed by stall and hig sink rates. Attempted landingse were un-

I suoceesful. Thuem failures should be classed with comparable faawure

In conventional mechanical control systems.
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d. Moderate to fast nose down pitch trim change requiring
moderate to heavy aft stick force to maintain level
flight.

e. Sink rate may develop.

f. Stall may occur.

3. Corrective Action

a. Immediately reselect CTOL, add full power, and be
prepared to prevent stall.

4. Flight termination recommended.

5. Stay in PRIMARY recommended.

6. Standard CTOL landing recommended (select "CONV"-
louver switch position to lock wing fan door latches, close
wing fan exit louvers, pitch fan thrust reverser doors and
pitch fan inlet louvers). Preconversion configuratioal CTOL
landing can be made.

7. Conversion not recommended on STANDBY under conditions
of single system capability.

8. Never return to PRIMARY after selecting STANDBY.

C. CTOL to VTOL Split Mode (C Stab, V Diverter)

1. Flight Conditions

a. Conversion maneuver just after VTOL mode selection
and wing fan doors open.

2. Failure Symptoms

a. Stabilizer motion (and motion warning) for 0.15 second
only (normal Is approximately 2 secomns). I!

b. Diverted light ON 0.4 second later.

o. Severe nose-up pltchi.ag moment (full fwd stick to control, I
pitching moment marginal).

ia61
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•I d. Note: Conversion half completed - i.e., CTOL stabi-
i lizer and VTOL diverter.

3. Corrective Action

a. Simultaneously

(1) Immediately reselect CTOL mode and then
STANDBY.

"(2) Reduce power

(3) Apply full forward stick

b. After return to CTOL apply full power, and be prepared
to prevent stall.

4. Flight termination recommended.

" 5. Standard CTOL landing recommended (select CONV louver

switch position to lock wing fan door latches, close wing
fan exit louvers, pitch fan thrust reverser doors and pitch
fan inlet louvers). Preconveruion configuration CTOL land-
ing can be made.

6. Conversion not recommended on STANDBY under conditions

of single system capability. I
7. Never return to PRIMARY after selecting STANDBY.

D. VTOL to CTOL Wing Fan Door Diverter CTOL Interlock Failed
Open.

1. Flight Conditions

mI a. VTOL to CTOL conversion completed (except wing fan
. edoors do not close).,1 2. Failure Symptoms

a. Sink rate continues and stall buffet.

b. Nose down tendency (approx. 5" elevator required to
trim out).

iii I ml I



3. Corrective Action

a. Return to VTOL or continue CTOL optional.

b. If remain in CTOL

(1) Add full power

(2) Be prepared to prevent stall

(3) When aircraft fully controlled select STANDBY to

close wing fan doors.

4. Flight termination recommended.

5. Standiby CTOL landing recommended (select CONV louver
switch position to lock wing fan door latches, close wing fan
exit louvers, pitch fan thrust reverser doors and pitch fan
inlet louvers). Preconversion configuration CTOJ. landing
can be made.

6. Conversion not recommended on STANDBY under conditions
of single system capability unless fuel supply and VTOL

landing conditions make CTOL landing Imperative.

7. Never return to PRIMARY after selecting STANDBY.

S. N wing fan doors do not close after selecting STANDBY.
airoraft may still be cleaned up to CTOL contfigraion by
selecting LOUVERS CONVENTIONAL. Calculated stall
speed with aircraft in normal landing configuration eacep
wing fan doors open, 90 knots.

If fault should clear (fault is open Interlock circuiL that
spontaneousLy closes) doors will automatically close and
lock if LOUVER switch is in CONV position and aircraft Is
in CTOL mode.

E. VTOL to CTOL Stabilizer No Go

1. Flight Conditions

a. Conversion maneuver Just after CTOL mods selection.

in
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1 2. Failure Symptoms

Ia. No stabilizer motion warning and diverted light stays on.

b. No conversion - no change in aircraft.

1 3. Corrective Action

T a. Check vector angle - If vector clears problem, resume
mission.

I b. If not, reselect VTOL mode.

4. Flight termination recommended.

5. Stay in PRIMARY recommended.

S6. STOL or hover landing optional.

S7. Conversion not recommended on STANDBY under comltuios
of single system capability unle8 fuel supply and VTOL
landing conditions make CTOL landing imperative.

8. Never return to PRIMARY after selecting STANDBY.

* F. VTOL to CTOL Diverter No Go

1. Flught Conditions

a. Conversion manmeuver jm after CTOL nude slection-

12. Failure Symptoms

a. Stabilizer motion warning stops 0.2 second after mode
seolet and diverted Uigt stas on.

b. No conversion.

o. Nose up Wthi moment (requires approx. 3° eleator

I i
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3. Corrective Action

a. Immediately rmleoelt VTOL mode.

4. Flight termination recommended.

5. Stay In PRIMARY.

6. STOL or hover landing optional.

7. Coverslon not recommended on STANDBY under conditions
of single system capability unless fu.l supply and VTOL
landing conditions make CTOL landing imperative.

8. Never return to PRIMARY after selecting STANDBY.

0. VTOL to CTOL Split Mode (VTOL Stabilizer, CTOL Diverter)

1. Flight Conditions

s. Conversion maneuver Just after CTOL mode selection.

2. Failure Symptoms

a. Stabilizer motion warning (and stabilizer motion) stop
DURING DIVERTER VALVE MOTIOn.

b. Severe nose down pitching moment (requires 30-40°
elevator to trim out (25" elevator available) at 9S in-
ocdence).

3. Corrective Action

a. Slmultanscuoal

(1) Full book tick

() , reselect VTOL mod. follo• b
STANDBY Com2"Mio •

(3) If so respmoe. JUECT

121
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P• 4. Flight termination recommeuded.

1 5. STOL or hover landing optional.

6. Conversion not recommended on STANDBY under conditions
of single system capability, unless fuel supply and VTOL
landing conditions make VTOL landing imperative.

1 7. Never return to PRIMARY after selecting STANDBY.

J 9.1.8 Other Recommendations

As a result of the experience gained during the simulated failures pro-
gram, additional control systems changes were recommended and
incorporated. They include:

1 1. Eliminate the fan mode stabilizer trim function from longi-
tudinal stick position. At vector angles less than 40" posi-
tion, the stabilizer in the full nose down (airplane) trim
"position. At vector angles greater than 40, the stabiliser
trim function to be controllable from the longitudinal stick
grip pitch trim switch.

2. Extend the range of the longitudinal fan-powered trim so that
the aircraft may be trimmed hands-off at any region in the
fan-powered regime.

3, Change the lateral stick displacement to t4 inches from *5

inches maximum travel.

4. Change fan mode roll and pitch stick force gradient to apgic-

imately 1-1/3 pounds per inch.

U. Change BS hold-maneuver switch band bo that t3/4 iwoh ot
stick displacement about center will actuate swithese.

14( S. Modify yaw and pitch UAS channels in the primary mode so
that position feedback In the holding conftiustim is et*m"I-
nated. (To obtain a system wth two rate Ceu., dupamdkg
on control Input, instead of a system with a positio gab In
the holding onofiguration and a rate aIn the manmaerig

S 4 'CP
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9.2 FIELD FAILURE SUMMARY

I The basic information regarding failure was obtained from the Ryan
Form R-2073 Ryan Equipment Failure Report completed and submitted

by personnel with the airplane at EAFB. A sample form is presented in

j Figure 58. Instructions for completing this form are contained in Ryan

Aeronautical Company Quality Bulletin XV10.

For the purpose o( this summary, the airplane was divided Into the

following subsystems:T
1. Airframe - Fuselage

"2. Airframe - Wing

3. Airframe - Empennage

4. Controls

5. Electrical

6. Hydraulic

7. Cockpit

8. Lanuing Gear

9. Propulsion - Power Plaint

10. Propulsion - Fuel

11. Propulsion - Miscellaneous

:14 12. Parachute

-. l [The data recorded on the Failure Report for time in service showed no

correlation t.o operating times as recorded in the Airframe and Power
Plant Running Time Log and Electroplating Clocks installed on the

•i electrical system inverters. The estimates of hangar operating times
rwere made asfollows: "
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1. Control and Hydraulic Systems and the Cockpit - Two (2)

hours per shift, six (6) days per week.

2. Electrical System - Four (4) hours per shift, six (6) days

per week.

For the airframe, landing gear, parachute and propulsion systems, it

was assumed that design loads appeared on these systems only during
flight or ground engine running. The operating time for these systems
is only that which appears in the Airframe and Power Plant Running
Time Log. The hangar operating time was calculated for each aircraft
with the start date taken as the date at which the airplane was in flight
condition after arrival at EAFB. For Aircraft No. 2 this date was 5
March 1964, and for Aircraft No. 1, 12 October 1964. To these figures

was added the tim'• recorded in the Power Plant Log. The data are
tabulated with respect to the mode of aircraft operation during which the
particular failure occurred (i.e. conventional flight, taxi tests, etc.)

Individual system average failure rate tabulations are presented in
Table 3 through 14. Rate data by monthly period plus cumulative totals

are shown from March 1964 through January 1965. For these system
tabulations, the total number of failures accumulated by both aircraft

for the period for a particular operating mode was divided by the totl
time accumulated by both aircraft for the same period and mode. Both
the system average failure rate for each period, and the cumulative
average failure rate, are obtained by adding the Individual modA fW.i!re
rates for that period.

Cumulative failure rates for each system and for the total aircraft Dy
period are shown in Table 15. The total aircraft failure rate ags obtaia-
ed by adding the individual system failure rates. Individual sysi om
cumulative failure rates are shown graphically in Figures 59 through
65. Total aircraft rate is shown in Figure 66. For thene latter

tables and corresponding plots, the three propulsinn syst emp hxve be-n
grouped together as have the three airframe subsystems.

The plot of the complete airplane data indicate a stabilization of th0

failure rate after the original infant mortality had been overcome. The
plot of the complete airplane foilows closely the plot of the propulsion
system which comprised approximately 40% of the total failures. The
other plots also indicate a stabilization of their individual failure rates,
with the exception of those which exhibit extremely low rates.
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I• Insufficient data are available to permit drawing statistically valid in-
ferences or conclusions regarding failure rates for some systems. The

I systems with low rates mentioned above exemplify this, since single
failures cause wide variations in the failure rate.

Time between failure data was tabulated and plotted for those systems
which had the largest number of failures. These are Propulsion-
Miscellaneous, Propulsion-Total and Electrical, Figures 67, 68, and
69, respectively. For this data, the time recorded was to the end of the
day on which the failure occurred. In the case of multiple failures,
reported on the same day, each was treated as if it occurred alone.
This was done to be more representative of time between failure. Noted
on these figures are the Median and Arithmetic Mean values of time

-- between failure. Also noted is the Average value which is obtained by
-. taking the reciprocal of the failure rate obtained from the previous

tables. The difference between these values is felt to be due to the
relative small data sample from which the information is derived. This

-e difference would indicate that these figures are not the final absolute
value, but that they are converging upon the final value. "This differeme
does not alter the fact that the overall aircraft failure rate has stabfli-
zed after the fourth reporting period.
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TABLE 3
XV-5A AVERAGE FAILURE RATES

TIS PERIOD CUMULATIVE

MODE TIME(IIOUI) UJIES HATE TIME(iOURS) URES IRATE
PERIOD MODE10uts ____________ tIR AT

AIH FlAM W-FUSFI.:[AG;I SYb1'TEM

5 Mar.- Convntion 0 a .

31 Mar. ran .5a .58
1964 Taxi .98 .9b

Ground 1.32 1.32
Averugv *

I Apr. Convtwnliual 0 0
3 0 Ap~r. Fallt .56 1. 16i

194 Taxi .70 L. 66
Ground 1. .6 .613 2.95 1 .339

Avtragte . 613 .339

I May - Convenlional 2.0# "L'. 08

31 May aai 0 1. 16

le4 Taxi 2.0 3.h0a4
(Gruwial 0 2.95 1 .339

Ave r;age, .339

I Junr. - Cunvt.ailtwul 2. 50 4.58
i 30 Jura. Fallk L 16

19414 Taxi .2 3.90

Cruwmwl .50 3. ',S .290

Aveagvq . 29

I July - 4Cu•mmgmtw.wawl
31 July Fi•ap .75 l.t9l

114A Taxio 3.910 1

Groiwpl W.0 21. 75 1 .04T9
Awerag. .069)'/

I Au. - I~wiv,'ollUmal~t 4.58

3 1 Au. Cwavisiu ui.m?

Ill"I Taxi - U
C r~j 1.34;O;:10 .0415

,\vr~tge' .0415•

30 l'1t1. Vion 1. Wt 4.0N
IIN*4 T1";i 21 1:1.~ h. 33"

Avu.rage* .0414,
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THIS PERIOD CUMULATIVE __l FAIL-[FAIL-
PI"UOI)D MODE TME(IIO) uRI ITE TIME((HOURIS)
.... _ ... ..F __ ____ I RA

AIHFRAM V- FUSE IAUF SYSTEM (CorninutAl Table 3)

1Oc - Conventional 3.0 /.26
31 Olct. Van 1.67 5.75

30 Nov. Fan 1.92 T.67

1964 Taxi .00 6.33
(Jrtoind 3.23 30.15 1 .0332

!IAv.eraga, .0332
Iec. - Convntioswxi 4.0 /i 32.9231 M-.c. Van 2.92 ] 10.59I194 Taxi 0 6.33

Ground L.3o 1 .761 31.45 2 .063o
Avc-rqge .71 04136

I Jan. - cowavtntona1 1.92 34.64
26 Jan, ran .83 11,42

1015 Taxi 0 6.33
uurd 1.32 32.? .7 .0610

Aver~go-.0610

TABLE 4
AIRFRAME-WING SYSTEM

5 Mar. - conw-ntluaal 00
31 Mi Van. so .5.

,9414 Taxi .98 .u
1 ten .32 1.32

i Ap r. - Conw eoti41 l 0 0
30 Apr. ran, .11

11"4 Tax? 1..i (I may.

I~ay Cowuuami 306 .06
31 Nor 1.16

TAXI Ura.0 3.06
1Ae4 Trs& 2. 93. .

Avcr~.339
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THIS PERIOD CUMULATIVE
FAIL- FAIAI-'

PERIOD MODE TIMEIHOURS) URES RATk TIME(HOURS)II URES RATE

AIRFRAMF-WING Svbf'LEM (Continued Table 4)

1 June - Conventional 2.50 4

30 June Fan e 1.16
1964 Taxi .22 3.90

Ground .50 1 2.0 3.45 2 .580 --

Average 2.0 .580

.IuLy - Conventional 0 4.58

31 July Fan .75 1.91
1964 TAxi 0 3.90

Ground 13.30 16.15 2 .119
Average .119

I Aug. - ConventionaL 0 4.58
31 Aug. Fan 1.17 3.08

1964 Taxi 0 3.90
Ground 4.30 21.05 2 .0950
Average .0950

I Sept. - Conventional 1.67 6.25
:Sept. ,dn 1.00 4.08

1964 Taxi 6,33
Ground .12 24.17 2 .0827

Average uo1427

1 'ct. - Conventional 3.0 9.25
31 Oct. Far, 1.67 6.75

1964 '. axi 0 F. 33IGround 2.75 26.92 2 .0743
A,-cragt .0743

1 Nov. Conventional 8.67 17.92
:10 Nov. Fall 1.92 7.67

1,i4 Taxi .00 6. j3

(round 3.23 30.1L 2 .0663
AweragvI .0663

I lit e. - (Convttional 15. 00 32.92

ti lk'c. :."ill 2.92 10.59
19;I lTaxi 0 ,33

(,round 1.30 3,!. 4 2 .0636

At',vragc .0631-
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I

THIS PERIOD CUMULATIVE

PERIOD MODE JTIME (°UR)J URES J URES fRATE
_ _ AIRFRAME-WING SYSTEM (Contimuod Table 4)

1 'an. - Conventional .92 34. a4
26 Jan. Fan ."3 11.42

1965 Taxi 0 6.33
Ground 1.32 32.77 2 .0610I ______ Average .0610

I TABLE5

AIRFRAME-EMPENNAGE SYSTEM

6 Mar. - Conventional 0 0
31 Mar. Fan .58 .58

1964 TaxI .98 .98
Ground 1.32 1.32
Average

I Apr. - Conventional 0 0
30 Apr. Fan .58 1.16

1964 Taxi .70 1.68
Ground 1.63 2.95

• I Average

I May - Conventional 2.08 2.08
31 May Fan 0 1.16

1964 Taxi 2.0 3.68I Ground 0 3.95
Average

I June - Conventional 2.50 4.58
30 June Fan 0 1.16

1964 Taxi .22 3.90
Ground .50 3.45
Average

1 July - Conventional 0 4.58
31 July Fan .71 1.91

1964 Taxi 0 3.90
IGround 13.30 18.75
Average

I Aug. - Conventional 0 4.58
31 Aug. Fan 1.17 3.08

1964 Taxi 0 3.90
Ground 4.30 1 .233 21.015 1 .0475

Average .233 .0475
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THIS PERIOD CUMULATIVE *

PERIOD MODE ITIME(HOURS)I URES RATE ITIME URES RAT

AIRFRAME-EMPENNAGE SYSTEM (Continued Tabble 5))

1 Sept. - Conventional 1.67 6.25
30 Set. Fan 1.00 4.08 -.

1964 Taxi 2.43 6.33
Ground 3.12 24.17 1 .0414"
Average .0414

I Oct. - Ctmventiona! 3.0 9.25
31 Oct. Fan 1.67 5.75

1964 Taxi 0 6.33

Ground 2.75 26.92 1 .0371
Average .0371

1 Nov. - Conventional 8.67 17.92
30 Nov. Faa 1.92 7.67

1964 Taxi .00 6.33
Ground 3.23 30.15 1 .0332 ..
Average .0332

1 Dec. - Conventional 15.00 32.92
31 Dec. Fan 2.92 10.59

1964 Taxi 0 6.33

Ground 1.30 31.45 1 .0318
Average .0318

1 Jan. - Conventional 1.92 34.84
26 Jan. Fan .83 11.42

1965 Taxi 0 8.33
Ground 1.32 32.77 1 .0305
Average .030"

TABLE 6
CONTROLS SYSTEM

5 Mar. - Conventional 00
31 Mar. Fan .58 .56

1964 Taxi .98 .96

Ground 89.32 89.32

Average

1 Apr. - Conventional 0 0

30 Apr. Fan .68 1.16

1964 Taxi .70 1.68
f Orouad 1056,3 104.96

Average
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THIS PERIOD CUMULATIVE
FIOD FAIL-

PERIOD MODE T ME(HOU RS) URES RATE ITIME(HOURS) URICS IATE

CONTROL. SYSTEM (Conuist Table 6)

I May - Conventional 2.08 2.06
31 May Fant .00 1.16

1964 Taxi 2.00 3.68
rouind 104.00 •196.b6

Average

I June - Conventioal 2.50 4.C8
0June Fan 0 1.16
1964 Taxi .22 3.00

Ground 104.60 1 .00057 403.45 1 .00246
Average .0015? .00646

1 July - Conventional 0 4.58
31 July Fan .75 1.31

1964 Taxi 0 3.0,
SIround 121.30 2 .0146 824.16 3 L. 005

-* Average .0104 * 60612

I Aug. - Convenioal 0 4.U6
31 Aug. ran 1.17 3.06

1094 Taxi 0 3.00
Ground 106.30 3.06 s 3 .004741
Average .00414

IflpS. - CoaveUlosal 1.6. 6.3
" 30 Sept. FPa 1.00 4.06

1964 Taxi 2.43 6.33
GNroud 107.13 1 .00634 740.11 4 .0640
Average .00034 .06640

I. On. - Conventloeal 3 00 9.35
S31 Gt. Iaa 1.61 5.57

1964 TaxI .00 6.33
Ground 12. 1 .00647 623.9 5 .00643
Average am-0064? 042

I NOV. - Conventional 6.61 11.NI
30 Nov. Fa 1.. 1.61

1$4 Taxi . 6.3
6.33 3 .0N"4 1126.15 1UG .06 7

Average .00014 ."m63
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THE PERIOD CUMULATIVE

PERP MODE .E(H RT TIME (HOURS) URES RATE

CONTROLS SYSTEM (Coimfined Table 6)

I De. - cqmv~oe a 14.17 32.92
31 De. FaW 2.02 10.59

a" Taxi 0 6.33
Orouud 217.38 1343.53 7 .002 -"

Avmeae .0052

I Jam. - C...vC*sJstl 1.02 34.83
26 Jam. Fan .83 11.42

1%5 TaxI 0 6.33
GGrond 177.32 1520.85 7 .00460
Average .00460

TABLE 7

ELECTRICAL SYSTEM

5 Mar. - CoadveWldoa .00 .00
31 Mar. Fa .58 .56

16" Taxi .98 .98
Ground 177.32 3 .016, 177.32 3 .0159
Average .0169 .016

I Apr. - Comv•enonal .00 .00
30 Apr. Fan .58 1.16

1964 Taxi .70 1.66
Grnun 20.63 3".5 .007
Average .08m

I May - Cosmvenuoal 2.06 2.00
31 May Faa .00 1.16

19604 Taxi 2.00 3.68
UranuS 206.00 604.96 3 .00604
Average .e6e04

I June - Coevmmaol a 2.60 4."6
30•ue FaJ .00 1.10

1it TixI .2 3.60
Ground 206.60 1 .00480 0.4 4 .ON
Average .00460 .ON4"6

I July - Convention&[ .00 4."6
31 hay Flan .71 1.91

1604 Taxi .00 3.00
Growil 23.30 163. 4 .0M6
Average .ma6 ",
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I i

PERIOD MODE T (EOURS))I u 1S RaT M(HOUR) T

ELECTRICAL SYSTEM (Contined Table 7)

I Aug. - Conventional .00 4.68
31 Aug. Fra 1.17 1 .655 3.00 1 .325

1094 Taxd .00 3.00

Ground 212.30 1245.06 4 00321
Average ."655 3*i2

1I Set.- Conventlonad 1.67 6.26
30 SqA. Fan 1.00 1 1.00 4.06 2 .400

19" Taxi 2.43 6.33
Ground 211.12 1456.17 4 .0027-
Average 1.00 .46t75

3.492

1 Oct. - Convesu1lml 3.00 S.2U
3 O•t. Faa 1.6? 5.75 2 .346

1to4 TaxI 0 6.33
Groundi 34. 75 a .0226 1610.92 12 .6064
Average .0226 .35463

1 Nov. - Conventional 6.6? 17.32
30 Nov. Faa 1.62 7.6? 2 .306

1t4o Taxi .00 6.33
Ground 403.23 2214.1* 12 .60042
Average SSW .84

1 Dec. - Conventional 15.00 32.
31Duo. Faa 2.621.5 .166

1904 Taxi . 6.33
Ground 433.30 L .60231 2541.46 13 .06619
Average .66331 ow IM6

1 Jan. - C in a 1.92 34.04
a Jam. aa .63 11.42 a ITS

1006 Tad .00 6.33
OroMd 363.2 2 .066o4 3M. Is 00o"
Average ism_____j 60

TABLE 8

HYDRAULIC SYSTEU
Sma. - ComeuA . ..,

3I Mar. ".0 .M
1004 Ta.0 00

eal ..e

Awn"-
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1 ~THIS PERIOD ______________FI FA-i +I+
PERIOD IjO1 E JTIMHO..RS) RATE IME(HOUR) URES IRATE

HYDRAULIC SYSTEM (ConUnued Table 8)

I Apr. - CouvenUomu .00 .00
SO Apr. Fa .68 1.16

1044 Taid .70 1.68
Ground 105.63 194.95
Average

I May - CnvenUoeul 2.08 2.08
31 Mla Fal .00 1.16

1004 Taxi 2.00 3.68
Ground 104.00 298.95
Average

1I Jue - Cowveatios1 2.50 4.58
30 Am Fra .00 1.16

1*4 Text .32 3.00
Ormad 104.60 403.45
Average

Ihuly- ComeW"oa .00 4.58
31 Jl Faa .75 1.91

1004 TAM .00 3.00
Gromd 121.30 1 .00W24 624.75 1 .00191
Average .00824 .00191

I Aug. - Cmnveosal .0 4.58
31 Aug. Fa 1.17 3.06

104 Tat .06 3.00
Grmad 106.30 6.0106 33.046 3 .044
Averge .0116 .00414

inept. - Comlpematld 1.6? 6.2,
390bp. Fra 1.00 4.06

1964 Twd 2.43 6.33
Groma 107. 1i 740.11 3 .00400
Average .0S40G

1004. - Com emal 3.0 1.65
31 Oct. Faa 1.6? 5.71

1904 TI .00 0.33
Oamd 1m-. I 2 .0100 o02.st 6 .004W2
Average .6100.64

IS
A1r6o0Ol O4
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I

IIITHIS PERIOD CUMULATIVE
RS I AIL-I FI L-

PERIOD MODE TIME (HOU ) URE RATE TIME (HOURS) URE RATE

HYDRAULIC SYSTEM (Continued Table 8)

I lNov. - Conventional 8.67 1 .115 17.92 1 .06
30 Nov. Fan 1.92 7.67

1964 Taxi .00 6.33
Ground 203.23 1125.62 5 .00444
Average .115 .02004

i Dec. - Conventional 14.1? 32.92 1 .0804
31 Dec. Fan 2.92 10.59

1964 Ta&l .00 C. 33
Ground 217.38 2 .00920 1343.63 7 00U21
"Average .0032 .08561

"I Jan. - Conventional 1.92 34.84 1 .0287
26 Jan. Fan .83 11.42

1965 Taxi .00 6.33
Ground 177.32 3 .0169 1510.85 10 .0065
Average .0160 .03

-. TABLE 9
COCKPIT SYSTEM

5 Mar. - Conventional .00 .00
31 Mar. Fan .5 .52

"1964 Taxi .9 .9t
Ground 80.32 W.32
Average

t Apr. Conventonal .00 .40

30 Apr. Fa .5 1.16
196 Tead .70 1.66

Ground 106.,3 164.96
i0. Average

r I May- Comwmleaem 1." 2.06

31 Ma Fua .00 1.16
1964 Tsd .0 3..0

GremS 106.06 a am 33.36 I1 as
Average

I jaw CouvcomeM.I -.- 4."

so 1. Van .41. l
I$"4 Taod .22 3."0

Grouffd 106.0 448.4 1 AlmU
Averag0o84



THIS PERIOD CUMULATIVE
,AER.IODFAIL .

M O E T IM E (H O U R B A L-j T E ( 1 A IL -PERIOD _MODE T E(ORS)l UIIESIR ATE TIME (HOURS) UPRES RlATE -

COCKPI" SYSTEM (Continmed Table 9)

I July - Coaventiomal .00 4.58 .

31 My Fan .75 1.91
1094 Tait .00 3.90

Orould 121.30 524.75 1 .00191
Average .00191

1 Ag.- Conventiona .00 4.58
31 Aug. Fan 1.17 3.08

1964 Ta.I .00 3.90
Ground 106.30 633.06 1 .00158 - -
Average .00158

1 Sep9. - Conveatkinal 1.67 6.25
30 Spt. Fan 1.00 4.08

1964 Taxi 2.43 6.33
Ground 107.12 740.17 1 .00135
Average .00135

I Oct. - ComvesoamI 3.00 0.25
31 Oct. ran 1.67 5.75

to04 Taxi .00 6.33
Gruned 182.75 a .0100 9n.92 3 .003251
Average I -010 .005

I Nov. - Comweslosal 6.6? 17. 2
30 Nov. Fan 1.32 7.6?

1364 Tawi .00 6.33
Ground 20.23 1136.15 3 .00266
Average .00*66

I Due.- COmtoM.0l 1 14.1? 32.12
31 Dec. ram 2.2 13.,

t36" Tead .08 6.33
Orould *17.36 2 .ý002 134.53 a wit37
Avermge 2 .3O312

I Jam. - Colav..al 1.92 34.34
to Jae. ran .83 11.42

190 Tadi .00 6.33
onmid 111.32 .0112 1520.66 1 .04 16
Aveorp .0113 .0640
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I TABLE 10

.4 LANDING GEAR
THIS PERIOD CUMULATIVE

PERIOD MODE TIME(HOURS) URES RATE 1 TIME(HOURS) URS RATE
LANDING GEAR !

5 Mar. - Conventional .O0 .00
31 Mar. Fan .58 .58

1964 TaxI .98 .98
Ground 1.32 1 .758 1.32 1 .158
Average .758 .768

I Apr. - Conventional .00 .00
30 Apr. Fan .58 1.16

1964 Taxi .70 2 2.86 1.68 2 1.19
Ground 1.63 2. 5 1 .339
Average 2.86 1.529

t I May - Conveational 2.08 2.08
31 May Fan .00 1.16

1964 Text 2.00 3.68 2 .543
Ground .00 2.95 1 .339

-°Average .1101

I June - Comven'onal 2.50 4. 58
30 June Fa .00 1.16

1904 Taxi .22 1 1 3.90 3 .7U9
Ground .50 3.45 1 .290
Average 45 1.069

I July - CoenVtllomal .00 4.51
""31JPAl Faa .75 1.91

1964 T&O .00 3.0 3 .m6
Grund 13.30 1 .012 16.75 a .110
Avwrag .02 .610

"'. I AUg. - Coamalal .00 4.54
31•Aug. Iaa 1.11 3.09

1W"4 T&O .00 3,O 3 ,m
I• " Olro 4.30 21.6 2 .m
,n Average .0O

I esp. - C eslmat 1.0? .3U
30 tp1. F" 1.86 4.0fS1964 T"x £.43 1 .300 6.33 4 .6on

Omu 3. 04.1? 2 .. IS

Averge .266 .7144

i .n
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THIS PERIOD CUMULATIVE
___AAILRA

PERIOD MODE TIMEIHOURS) URS RATE TIME IHOURS) URES TE

LANDING GEAR (Continued Table 10)

I Oct. - Conventional 3.00 9.25
31 WJo. ran 1.67 5.75 "

1964 Taxi .00 6.33 4 .632
Ground 2.75 3 1.09 26.92 5 .186

Average 1.09 .818 .

I Nov. - Conventional 8.67 17.92
30 Nov. Fan 1.92 7.67

1964 Taxi .00 6.33 4 .632 "
Ground 3.23 2 .619 30.15 7 .232
Average .619 .864

I Dec - Conventional 15.00 32.92
31 Dec. Fan 2.92 10.59

1964 Taxi .00 6.33 4 .632
Ground 1.30 31.45 .7 .223
Average .855

I Jan. - Conventional 1.92 34.84
26 Jan. Fan .63 11.42

1965 Taxi .00 6.33 4 .632
Ground 1.32 32.77 7 .214

verage 8.46

TABLE 11
PROPULSION-POWER PLANT SYSTEM

5 Mar. - Conventional o .00
31 Mar. Fan .58 .56

104 Taxi .96 .93
Ground 1.32 2 1.52 1.32 1 .52
Average 1.52 1. 52

I Apr. - Conve"lIma .00 .00
30 Apr. Fan .58 1.14

194 ram .70 I .
(rowd 1.63 2.96 2 673
Average63

I May - CoavsmltulmaI 2.3 206
31 May ran .00 1.16

1964 TWOI 2.00 3.03
Uroumm .33 .t.
Average 1. -,

1,.
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I

11L THIS PERIOD CUMULATIVE

_____ MODEFAL-i V FAIL-i
j PERIOD MODE TIME (HOURS) URES RATE TIME(HOURS)I URE8 RATE

PHOPUISION-POWER PLANT SYSTEM (Continued Table II)

I June - Conventional 2.50 4.50
30 June Fan .00 1.16

1964 Taxi .22 3.90
Ground .5S0 3.45 3 .87/0

~Average .870

1 July - Conventional .00 4.58
31 July Fan .75 1.91

1964 Taxi .00 3.90
Ground 13.30 16.75 3 .179
Average .179

I Aug. Conventional .00 4.58
31 Aug. Fan 1.17 3.010

1964 Taxi .00 3.90
Ground 4.30 91.0• 3 .143
Average .143

Sr 1 Sept. - Convenut ' 1.67 6.25
30 &,pi. Fan 1.00 4.08

1964 Taxi 2.43 6.33
Grou•nd 3.12 24.17 3 .124
Awratta .124

l UI. - Cuovntwil 3.00 0.25
31 Oct. Fan 5.6i 7 79

1 8964 Taxi .00 4.33
Gruund 475 26.92 3 .11
Average . 11l

I Nov. - ('umvwvuItmal s.07 17.92

30 Nov. Fa 1.9 7.67
r194 Taxi .0 6.,33

GraJ3.23 30.19 3 0099
Averaps

I Ore. Cmvvmlmal 19.5 32.a2
38 Oret Faa 2.92 I6. 9

10114 Tax$ .5 .33
Gn~mu 1.30 31.46 3 .0"4I ~ ~Average5

II ..



P I THIS PERIOD J CUMULATIVE

PERIODIMODE ETSME(IIOUHS) •FAI- IATE TIME(HOURS) jURES [RATE

PIROPU ,SION-POWE':R PLA NT SYSTEM (Continuod Tahit i)

I Jan. - Conventional 1.92 34.84

26 Jan. Fan .83 11.42

1965 Taxi .00 6.33

Ground 1.32 32.77 3 .09i5

Aver',gr- _ _ _ .0915

TABLE 12

PROPULSION-FUEL SYSTEM

5 Mar. - Conventionall .00 .00
31 Mar. Fan .58 .58

1964 Taxi .98 .98

Ground 1.32 2 1.52 1.32 2 1.52
Average 1.52 1.52

1 Apr. - Conventional .00 .00

30 Apr. Fan .58 1.16
1964 Taxi .70 1. 6b

Ground 1.63 2.95 2 .678
Average .678

1 May - Conventional 2.08 2.08
:il May Fan .00 1.16

1964 Taxi 2.00 3.68
Ground .00 2.95 2 .678

Average .678

1 June - Conventional 2.50 4. 58
30 June. Fan .00 1.16

1964 Taxi .22 3.90
Ground .40 3.45 2 .580
Average .580

I July - Conventional .00 4,58
31 July Fan .75 1.91

1964 Taxi .00 3.90
Ground 13.30 1 .0752 16.75 3 .179
Average .075U .179

I Aug, - Conventional .00 4.58

:11 Ang. Flin 1,17 3.08
1964 Taxi .00 3.90

u|ound 4.30 I .233 21.05 4 .190

Averagt .233 . 190

156



, iTHIS PERIOD CUMULATIVE

PERIOD MODE TIME(HOU RS) RATE TMEI.OURS) USIA

PROPULSION-FUEL SYSTEM (Contined Table 12)

1 Sept. - Convenitonal 1.67 6.25
30 Sept, Fan 1.00 4.08

1964 Taxi 2.43 6.33IGround 3.12 24.17 4 .165
Average •.15

IOcL. Conventional 3.00 9.25I31 Oct, Fan 1. 67 5.75

1964 Taxi . O0 6.33 ii
Ground 2.75 2 .727 26.92 6 .2•23 i

IAverage .727 223

1 Nov. - Conventional 8.67 17. 92
30 Nov. Fan 1.92 7.67

1964 Taxi .00 6.33
Ground 3.23 2 .619 30.15 8 .265
Average .619 .265

1 Dec.- Conventional 15.00 2 .133 32.97 2 .0607
31 Dec. Fan 2.92 10.59

1964 Taxi .00 6.33
Ground 1.30 1 .769 31,45 9 .286
Average .902 .3467

1 Jan. - Conventional 1.92 34.84 2 .0674
26 Jan. Fan .83 11.42

1965 Taxi .00 6.33
Ground 1.32 4 3.03 32.77 13 .397I Average 3.03 .4544

I- TABLE 13

PROPULSION- MISCE LLANEOUS SYSTEM

J, 5 Mar. - Conventional .00 .00
,q 31 Mar. Fan .58 .58
"" 1964 Taxi .98 .96

Ground 1.32 2 1.52 1.32 1.52
Average 1.52 1,52

1 Apr. - Conventional .00 .00
30 Apr. Fan .58 1.16

1964 Taxi .70 1.68
Ground 1.63 2.96 2 .678I Average .676

1~ 35



THIS PERIOD CUMULATIVE
FAIL-FAL

PERIOD MODE TISRATETIME (HOURS) URES RATE

PROPULSION-MISCELLANEOUS SYSTEM (ContinuedTable 13)

1 May Conventional 2.08 .481 2.08 1 .481
31 May Fan .00 1.16

1964 Taxi 2.00 3.68
Ground .00 2 - 2.95 4 1.36
Average .481 1.841

1 June - Conventional 2.50 4.58 1 .218
30 June Fan .00 1.16

1964 Taxi .22 3.90
Ground .50 2 4.0 3.46 6 1.74
Average 4.0 1.958

1 July - Conventional .00 4.58 .218
31 July Fan .75 1.91

1964 Taxi .00 3. 90
Ground 13.30 16.75 6 .358
Average .576

I Aag. - Conventional .00 4.58 1 .218
31 Aug. Fan 1.17 3.08

1964 Taxi .00 :1.90
Ground 4.30 1 .233 21.05 I .333
Average .233 .551

I Sept. - Conventional 1.67 6.25 1 .160
30 Sept. Fan 1.00 4.08

1964 Taxi 2.43 6.33
Ground 3.12 1 .321 24.17 .331
Average .321 .491

I Out. - Conventional 3.00 9.25 1 .10o
31 Oct. Fan 1.67 5.75

1964 Taxi .00 6.33
Ground 2.75 3 1.09 26.92 11 .409
Average 1,09 .517

I Nov.- Canventimal 8.67 1.9 1 :3 i 058

30 Nov. Fan 1.92 1 .521 7.6?7 .130
1964 Taxi .00 6.33

Ground 3.23 a .t419 30.15 13 .431

Average 1.140 .618

15O



1 THIS PERIOD CUMULATIVE

PERIOD MODE ITIME(HOURS)I URES RATE TIME(HOURS)I URES RATE

PROPULSION-MISCELLANEOUS SYSTEM (Contined Table 13)

I Dec. - Conventional 15.00 32.92 1 .030331 Dec. Fan 2.92 10. 59 1 .0944

1964 Taxi .00 6.33
Ground 1.30 2 1.54 31.45 15 .477
Average 1.54 .601

1 Jan. 0 Conventional 1.92 34.84 1 .0287I 26 Jan. Fan .83 11.42 1 .0876
1965 Taxi .00 6.33

Ground 1.32 2 1.52 32.77 17 .519
_Average 1.52 .6353

TABLE 14
PARACHUTE SYSTEM

I Nov. - Conventional 17.92
30 Nov. Fan 7.67

1964 Taxi 6.33

Average m m

1 Dec. - Conventional 15.00 3 .200 32.92 3 .0911
31 Dec. Fan 2.92 10.59

1964 Taxi .00 6.33
Ground 1.30 31.45
Average .0911

I Jan. 0 Conventional 1.92 34.84 3 .0861
26 Jan. Fan .03 11.42

1965 Taxi .00 6.33
Ground 1. 3P 32. 77
AV,,rage .0861

I,

TI
I

- .... .... .... ... ... ,.., • 4 •



TABLE 15

XV-5A CUMULATIVE FAILURE RATE SUMMARY

8YSTEM

LANDING TOTAL AIRCRAFT "
PERIOD Mont AllFRAMB CONT11109A ELECTRICAL HYDRAUUc COCKPIT GEAR PIROPULSION PARACHUT (system summ"anaN

6 Mar. - CmaIow maw
31 Mar. Ia

I3644 TaXI
Ground .0160 .756 4.66 6.3349
TolWl .610v .766 4.56 6.3349

I Apr. - ConventIanaj
30 Apr. Fa

3664 Taxi 1.16 t.31
Ground .330 .00176 .339 2.034 2.71676
Toald .33V .00175 1.5294 2.034 3.900615

I May - Cmnuiloml .461 .461S31 M ay ran.4 
1. 1

1064 Taxi .5,043 ,_43

dro.adV 60 611.0 4 .00356 .339 3.060 3.74776
Total .678 .00604 .00335 .882 3.639 4.t6.118

I June - Convenional .231 .2318
30 Jun. pan

1964 Taxi .766 .749
Grond .37if .06740 .0.04 . .00N42 .3ti 3.170 4.35094
Total .376 .0668 .049 ti0 .00t48 1.69 3.40B 6.34341

I July - Cevtuouald ,'18 .21
31 July Fan

1344 Taxi .176 .760
Gromd .306 .6047 .1063ul .60474 .00356 .6119 .6is 1.5371
Total .36 .0 .0074 .00382 .00174 .60019 .an4 .934 1.01411

I Augp. - Comvutmia .260 .360
31 Aug. iam .346 .410

136 4 T axi 
. 632 .326

Ground .3646 .0.047 021 .0404 .00386 .O6N4 .40 .011547
TOWal . 3619 .06474 .40 .,0404 .60016 . 3440 .7884 . 2. 34

I OLuI, - Convetoa~lamI. .160

303Cel. Faa .246 .346
36 64 T a x i . 62 1 .46 2

around .3466 .0"4 0100166 .6406 .001326 .34 .640 .808146
Tolal .460 t 00640 .40216 .00406 .001336 .7144 2.6 IU.464

I Out. - Conveniouall .6066 .3236
301Ot, Faa .ut0 r 

.. 2 "00

604 Teall ,633 .632
Gromud .1467 .00622 N 3 4 .424 .00326 .13 .1666. o3.6.
Total . 146 .02 .36463 00642 .00365 .664 .6633 I.13264

I NOV.- Coauvr owl .0384 .s .3 .1,1
30 Nov FAn .360 .03 .6"94

3664 Taxi .632 .632
(3row•. .1366 .063 .00442 .00444 .00241 .233 .96664 3.3094
Total .1386 .606.3 .3164i .0t663 .00272 .66 3.4 . 633 .33264

.I . .0241 G.v6 .6.63 .3600

3J1fl. Vran .376 .0114 .1369
3064 TaxI .632 .633

around .,.00 .0 0000 .60666 .6l6 .33 64 ,,38476Total .36go .043460 .31000 .041"1 . , 06 .. 836 .66ll63 2.41360

op

I J c
X3~~~i JK 16U



lb 10.0 COMPONENTS

All components used have been qualified for use in this aircraft accord-
Ing to provisions of the contract. The parts have, by one procedure or
another, been found satisfactory for flight according to requirements
set up by the Design Engineering Group. These procedures were as
follows: use of MIL-STD-QPL parts, use of aircraft industry STD parts,
use of parts as designed with test procedures required by Design
Engineering Group, and by similarity to parts already qualified for use

j on other aircraft.

Proof of compliance for parts was accomplished by several methods;
certification, designers witnessing required tests, tormal reporting of
proof tests, and common agreement of the manufacturers capability plus
functional tests in the case of some industry standard parts.

Listing of these parts and methods follows:

I7
I

i 1i

IIIIl

1



TABLE 16
COMPONENT QUALIFICATION DATA

~ ~ ~ IQUAUFICATION
MNFL 400ODE1MD. I PAIT NAME I COMPLIANCE DATA TY

MAIN IlANDING GERA~ SYSTEM - MAJOR COMPONENTS

38361.606 MW, Amay~. BCD 1,0001 HysmSanM.1 Test Reports 6411026. Qualified
LeAd Co. 631104,1. 6411824. Rtyan Installed Sy&-
Codi 78666 tomns Funtlomvul Test Rteport 6411060.

Rtyan ITO 1312. LodAWepeptafce
Test Proceduare 13S101TP3.

15101.100 M W Shock Strut SCD 1,0001 Loud Drop Test Proceihre IS1OLTP4. Qualified
Loud Co. Asay. 11v. "A" Loud Drop Teat Report
Cods 76662 limOLTR-1, Rev. "All (Also Published

as Rlyan Report 114110414)

1142106 (PD 2212) Brake Asay. BCD L003 Goodyear Test Plan GA 1094R1 Qualified
Goodyear Goodyear Qual. Teal Report GA 3188R
code 73842

0633233 Main Wheel SCD 1,0113 Sante as Above Qualified
Goody"ar Asay.
73642

20 x 4.4 Type VII Tire 661)1113 Stanaubrd Equipmert Qualified
IxPft
Goolymear
Combe 73042

Allud0 MW. 1-Poettlls HCI D.6[AM Viamcm Teat Proceihare 14QTP 62300 Qualified
Visamam Actuator Ryan ITO 1310
Cede 111130

AGS376 - MLG Door HCR 1.006 Viasom Toot Proeduahre PTP-622?6 Qualified

Vivae. Autuator Ryan ITO I lIll
Combe 111311

$4320 Drake, Mador MCI)KOD013 Stinura AemeptamveTeat Prmoiwemb Qialifed
11torar Cy, 42
Cede 36643

NONE LAMIRNU GRCAN - MAJOR COMPONENTS

111111.14111 101.0 Slaw; Otrut MCO 1.600 Itydm Magtic Teak itepori, 1141161011, Qualified
1,amd Co. Asay. 6410064. 631104. Ra mtleIBe
Cads1 1`11463 1.5w rumctioal Teat Iteprt 6411660111,

Rye. ITO 1113. loued Aceptance. Toad
16113 LTP -3, ImLna fir"p Teod
Recasket till ILTP4 Rav. "A".
loud Imap Tw uptertep 1811 LTR-I.
UBINImI Test idmmunry Idev, Tenatl

14111.111111 NWIeG D reroe MCR L403 gamsaw "161LIGS Q~4
feed Co. Amay.
cede 10663

I6 I46111.41161 6Mmmoy Duam r OCR 1,1106 ShNmmy Tooealdminr. Qale
Lowd Co. Anal. LAud Qa. Tome Rtupert lSil-LTII-1
cooe 1816 Nov. "A" LeAd Acceptaunce TeM

162



TABLE 16 (Continued)

MPG. PART NO. smpgivt- IQUAUIIATMN
MYS. a COWE ND. PAit? NAME CAT"O COMPLIANCE DATA7 STATW 4

NOSE LANINMO GEAR hYSTEM - MAJOR COMPONENTS gCodloiso

3-1124 No". Whool Amay. BCD) LWOM Ryas ITO 1116 QualViuie
B. F. Goodrich Similar to Goodrich 3-433 (Used an

Cade 01163 W~S Aircraft)

15 .4.4 Type VII- Tire FAA to a4.4 - IOT-2011Stalndard Qualfie
10 PR Eqtuipment
a. F. Goodrich

LAUNGN GEAR SYSTEM - MISCELLANOUS COMPONENTS

404EMI-4 Limit Switch M821321-2 Qualifmie
Nicroewlich

40SENI-4 Lion Swii'h MS21321 -1 Mualfe
Uloroswlito
Code 91926

DREM 6-460 Rod End Mliffr. DOD0 Approv. 4 be. ulfe
Souihueut Predisota Ileudhusm Prodool *opart 11-136"A
cods 33316

DREM 4466 Rod god Miftr. DODI Anprnei but..QuaI
UolWest Produ`Ws USws.4oo Prodoota Report 11-1111A

Code 613`16

NOTE? NYdmil.0 SM PRONOmut. 14101610 COMOnpINO A084161u1101

AGON3 Leodlin (Ivor Pooiftn

A*oov P aoConro
Corp.n

Cc 0111di411"Ndsd~sS

11116- Wae ed..O140 7"Ullt w o wa

21wa spa. i.plo wl"oh scboip

kwhir ~~~ ~ ~ h poo-Ig t"a 6I~~ ~~~~o Was _____ _____

M03CAelskaile PUM ift9-4" 7b Uh b mdW JUmm sU4I6b

Roda Oa#. b. IO-144 rSW of ""A Un - I



TABLE 16 (Continued) 4
U~pO. PART am JPECInt- QUAUI1CATION

MyPk. a COD MD PA19T NAME =CATION COMPLIANCE DATA ITATUSI

COCKPIT SYSTEM (CoalSnmiad)

MMPWle ftatic Tube SCDTSOO-3 44*ual vid for one us other contracts Qaslglad
SaetEafg~ras. IT-0168 f4zC).

Cedle 94274

1117315 Valve 3-Way 7315T T
wat Procedures Aortlog to 1316T Quaifibed

ftwame Nyd. Unts fials Wore Ceaducbilad m! Found Uaflasfcsory

D3W8 katemateow FAA 7110 Thi Instrument is Qualified (or ie on Qalifled
saaceiasie. Ina. Vertical Spmend CUSASM Commercial Aiftraft awl Unider

Cee10" to=dIWaler P&M0 SUINI4 kwr Army lhilloaptera

12lu011BMW biansa HAOSS-42 leTs* eswi Fawn! Ac"ahplaee blwquailled
Pacific Sabemeic iT-3ft IT 3W2 dated 4-2-4J

"I"514 tlt-oigl~atme WDI X9611-1 Similar !a livab" Y62 Part 0164WII QualiIOd
Aden Will M. brahe Sae America. Lahereletlee rap

4TLU-3 IWO" NWL4-260 afmilar to MS*4&0 tW W"it aWI qedf ualie

w302 WI ML-0-143 tivagielg eand Mad* toathe Kas"ea QuatwhidI

Ameria 16Alj atwooim17 _

41ara .6464 a 644

birISe ftwleeitr

11ý11,~~I fhw46104sWk% o iv nds

41T, U-t owl" Similar t 11046"4* ViA" in a bd

Ssieuebse IfWi ese. 1%f oU~i was

__"" _ 411

_J_ _ __s__ _



TABLE 16 (Continued)

Hio PAUT no. fPIIP- f IQAUM~ATWK

NFL. 6 COWS No. PARTt NAME IcA?~OS COMPUIANCEt DATA STATIM

WORNAI)JCS AND CONTROLS SYNTEX

So -limW Sev Lolma.,- 3CD MOM QuuIhdw is Aftordwa Wil no" quama
am" Serve- tax Lowver (Vwio. I Report Now"

"1-13696 Sev AMegulr- WCO MOM Qualdil Is Aomidimm wt UM Qum~.

Moog serv- gag Lowe~r IM3 Reuot MR4V

beetS . .
Coe.

R~S1eseror- W O se mpero by ern.&p.m-

Co.~~~~ P soms To to WPIprform-

CaftV~M soeTef FrD@.6AW.6

ownArs al Apeerims . u~eMr undo

dha e Co. usummiewa~ah ani. m ase as

Sa m Asb-Wer "as Sam ft" Ole.a Ia$ .ew
Ifte -ldm 0CCm seem ~ ~ Apu~ me

Praeenr Immrbs. Itrum %mebr 1#avl#Wme at Pe~d
be. PireTebal # ON -PON FA___ _ _____m

Caft11114 Was UA Per Plower *"ae

Aft-ASM pr wbOM md

"P~.Mie Ai 11"W4S9 Qdnsamft Wbm-wemm be~t o
am ep __udotSa w.Wfen 04 fi

Owm sm ft Coo"n* nodgf

lxiA-



TABLE 16 (Continued)

MMR. MITS mD NPANT QIAME CA

flAJ ler Asep. OM'. So~ am Abe". qwusifed
now"m coe, -k L&A IT336 z.oa

A-6914 11016o Val"e bmW. Qmmoailcellm ionle cxs 4w Prow ~ mlVe
vifte. Dug. CIO. A-431H pr'wmvar ntee Rod ivtdormaem" TOOL@ as Notad
coft elma Per Nyen limport IT ATO plus Appro.

S48 Howe id (Jerouvae OmAor Usauu-

laird we.gi tie.im pot vemae Ilea.

A-466?Prow"l Val"e lkm.- 6Nam~td by S Uawaty-W&aI tcai 10 Qinalhed
VWAW M... ýA A46380 A-4WI KmaoW Pru..urw VMetSlu
Omm *IW blc wee Qjamliwd to Cmiaear dec.

CVAC 0- abt~l "W'

M6 ,Of lItm Val"e leve. Partior Nopsn ut . J846*f lam~ia
Paa4mr Aird5af Ob 311:-4111

V46hu Is"~ 4#ial~k Qul Ve 1by lalarsay to Abo tev lm Qumlabi
Poeiker Alvrft ralCo. 263 01111 A&Wdmxt" "lwar* ad tmrualoUm iber "asno~d

14.55)8 hatwl Vmba L5a wiIIdie by uamlserelp t Wopvbm*ay Almoomod
I~~~~~..411 bugto dmeibm t"O~ plk" 318*0 b". GO(ai~UrIlae

CVab. 81 Pamm.iso

Cmabo 4 tobyae*Ud ItaISS plue, raim ft RiSooed
c~ me.. or" lmop. MT in-

temllePraaq Wiom so" 88318 . met e A8.so eo

-60 Volvo $1as I33 "Gamdhd rp. Vembre twoS Ragmu

"ClIM1 JOGIS P.454 Volvo leve Isla tShowId pr VmAb a Mello No. 4) Qvinsie
air .We 11V"1 Ida



TABLE 16 (Continued)

NIG U 4.SPECIg- QUAUWMATU)N

kejft. a CONS MO. PAIIT NAULI: CATiON COMPLUNCE DATA MTAWB

IflJIAULICS ANDI CtiWrNOLAI SYbTbhU ICOMmo*a

Sm"J Suing NO". A&Ma. Alti 60" MusaboadlaaA hoport TIUA-I&34 QIbd
11160ehiem Celia

101MM11111111 Volvo Coinswir Isis" is rwg~ctlemwly migUumml 10 Qadhlbl
aripme Log. (Omrp. iAmdf4 Gser up- - .U Noaoomm. 3UIM-3 fDUMi lm Comoevir

code 7114111 Lom.ww -,i Pogo - 54029411INe Fl a I. a Sulam a"" Na..

Piece.,. Ga MaL4-9-572 M~g. fin~rt:er stlsate 1166smmlMON (Name. QmUod

NoS d-m V10C. I~AUMlm Gear ssequaesom~m la idIL-g.UflA.
Cuit 31240 Lower. ilemwamalb PmrOOA a

XLECTUSCAL sywr&.M

LIS-? Actemi~ur,-Wa4, jeam 56.) 11oo Vvo. Q, C. T. Wt..u ZVIU 4a V

Volkw. %140:110 Trayam Toast l.J,.urt Pk I U6~lbe

Wile A..~l..a -841 k olbtW V.S. 4. C. r. Itegaft 140. mae IgoIse

Wift CldiýV.m 1,4-NI%. -,II 1-sa t 1'40 SVLIS

4RI 14111 T..a 'I a.. b lel IP. IT lid?

Vbb 1114. steW 104 -4 re. 4". byma 84.. * I.YaI4 to, -J

wUt 4 Caimpa "I. To.. kft ar asi

1,U*hi#V1 OWN5.15 Vem Ivi#ptM,%L5

swacbo me.o &Aa~. lto~e V-4. Qj. V. I bk.. lW. At I.IS4 .. Itskimb
Wr~wro Ctlugse Youe SViiiw WO, I'eat lbmus W. SOVi16,49

Slate..~fem to-d OasVa fetor #tou IT 41131 05

BY I -c so bcees. but) 4 ODP V"'. 4.V T. 1W Mo.a MY31400

aamaih& 0,..do flw do lap* Mie feet DsyomW, Sb rv sas

VWARW V te s" 111 ,113 1 so" Vs* 4J I' I ý "pm me. 1400

Iteti" ba b. ti-ws h-Ift. prom IW#e Segml Ob. IT lit %-111

144 t" I
~ ftom SKo 0I6 e49 Tmpr n 0 g



TA13LE 16 (Continueid)

MFG. PART NO. S1PECIFI- QUAMfcATIO
MFx. A CODE NO. PARIT NAME ~ CTON CO PINCE DATA STATUS

1 12-51 Actum for- $(1) F.0U50 Vons Q. C. T. Iteoprt Phi. 29)1 Qualified
.irirornh' Aileron Orfoup von. reiat Repolrt No. QL'SL.12-51
('tille ?I1039 Ilymn Teoal lqicibr No. IT 1100

11-UH14 Actuator 401h F004M1" Vc.. 11. q '. kpusort No. 304 QuNailI.millon
A~airborne Illicit Full veto. 'I'..u. It4. purl No. Q(,14 it1-52114 P11
'clit. aIILI I tusInet1 Iuuvil Ityusu roaut itespusi No. Ir 117:1

(C.I~iD~ le'nomuttr - IIIC-Illh1-I Vt-it. h~au *r'u:1ovo & 4UoI fly Hinelml~ar.iy qualified
4.n Kvice Coi. I~ruahles'rn I'raoitulyp 'I1'uuIII toni Av.'oI.11111*tuivide

3matff)1MI21sA I ('uni. I'1titoI - )1K - 1115-I Ven.. little 'I'oes.I.d II Quwil. bly itln.IlaasIy Qualiflud
5455. rice. (Vo. (loeroralur. PrIototype* 1'msullsg oa As'rocommssundwur
Vilk' 015261 l~rushh'rn Aircraift.

Htyasa Toldu Ili-Imor No. 11' 11741

Clook 11.12911 Vain. T'eat Itlaooal 14u. RHO) 1474

7iN Hi laltary AI.MI 13F-14 Ves. Qu..a. toy NSssitilartly toEUxistfing Qualified

-4 K..' Millsts111. Sitiolar-Zhnss' ~ IMI.-h-Ii- Ila) Naivy a Al., IFuaco fislpum.41" 'xibiaat Typ~
I'sk 1511i ('tIl Dulm flul. 7-11000 'yloo~ H-201

14604 ~ llaum. AslaptsrMo.lw:II Vovn. Cetrlillieps Pal'n Will Ilropua'Ily Qualified
Musi Crpq 2olpy Ilintevsm to MI.-I-5I13311 Attlitul

Comick 19:115 IndlicatIor f., i sl, Which Im in . I'. I..
dl~i~slt IMw~. X181401114 A fitlcuil.

Ilyana 'Tent iI..esmor No. IT 113H1

77-775 'Irunotforinear MII,-I-'47A V,'si-who 0-r'a115lnep lt Hieem-Iihli'll Qualified

Aas will Corp MII.-F-52'72C Vomslsom Ilwg. 0:0i. II. 0011

iiHIEAX.Il7-V3l It.'lasy - illtilag.s' MI 1-11-6757 Vvisalas(or I~s 10ilie itpo lcca Kiutiul for Qualiflod
Itiaiiviit- Coarp. I .ulaiI.Inl mi l11.--2501"1-1 los.. I'.1vlos'
Cauk.e 8206511 Ifyio Tomt lts'Iprim No'. IT 1124

,IEOX-311111)1-211V its'ay - hi'r MP4.11.-Il fat. V.,iwlu C.., EIfi'au it) Niaso. IVxceti for Qualified

..'..iul Corp. M.4 2r ilvas. pol q l loguir o '

Centelk 12050) flyasa Teout Iflpost No. IT 1120

liltI 4- h-lbI-V litlay 4111Tin Ml-II.-r&5'7' Vo-ita. Ceur iit-is'. lob MiI.--8'ov F ql~ fo Qualified

limbewi C1orp0 Fi's'.sjs1vu.l
Coo N060Ilyuan TuNEa Itajausri No. IT 11270I

z1)12-113 Hs.Isay Tim MIL-It-IEIIN Vint. Mootiues ltMl-IL-r-62l Ila@tfo QuanlifiedI

Ilser~~Imun I;Is'ai Cqwspaurtu No.si IInCIr&

Coouky 740153: Ifyonf 'r..,st Heslptsrl No. IT I1132
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TABLE 16 (Continued)

MFG. PART NO.bE f- QUALIFICATION
MFR. G CODE NO. PAlAM CAIO COPLIANCE DATA STATUS

ELECTRICAL SYSTEM lContiewed)

4-1413? ~ Relay - sensitive UIL-E-6272 Vendor Ctirtifles to MIL-E-5272 Qualified
Dayvtroml Corp BSut Point JRyan 'rest Rteports IT 1141 & IT 1160

AU-0543 Signal - Audible MIL-8-9320 Vendor Certifies to Dwg. Exhibit Dwg, Qualified

Jordan Else. Warning No. D1-0393 & Fwunc. Smmli. to
Cods 01818 MIL-8-9320 Except for Frequtency

324-25-2 Control Asay. MIL-D-7006 Vendor 11 Hystam Qual. & In Uise an lbs QualifieditEdimon Co. (Firs and Following Aircraft: F-102, F-100,
Cc so me503 Overheat Wingl DC-8. C-133, rAJ, T-37, T-38, T-39.

FOU, "OF, B-70

90131 Dual Timier 12450-230 Ryan Q. C. T. Resport 12450-230 Qualified
Ryan Aaer- Co. Assy. . 5 See Ryan Fetedt. Test Aeprt IT 0647
Code 75022 Qual. for Air Force an Q2C Target

TIOS1-10-641-C Connector - MIL-C-5016 Vendor Certifies lW Exceed 5015 "aee qualified
Pacliard Bell Elea,, Plug has Qual. for A.E,.C. Uses (peceal
Code 45413 1410 Temp. Connector)

CARX-TYI'E Coernectors - Eliea. MIL -C-60l5 Common Usage Where MO 5015 Type Qualified
Ceggos" Elbe. Plig/Receptacle MD 3190 Iaieqd. Vendor Certifies to 60815
Code ?14118 Similarity Except fur MN 3190 Typo

PTIIE-TYPE Connectors - Else. MIL-C-26402 Commnw Usage Where Pygmy Type Qwalfwd
Beadixfloaitilla Plus/Receptacle MS 3100 fatuqd. Ryan Lvalustas 'fleet Pygmy
Code T71120 rolVedrCriist342

4KllxO~nUtSimil -arit xe p foner Md 310uirema

PI-TYPE Connectors - Else. MIL-C-26402 Limited Usage Where Installed Eq~. Qualified

afiseixSich Co Plug ties parent Connector Reqelrementi
Code 74192 Vendor CertifiebyS imlrt to 26452

DOU4-TYPE Conneoctors - Else. -MIL-L'-29482 imtnedtv Useage Where Installed ieip Qualified

Micruealt, lnc. liulti-plee Type Rlae Parenet Connectoer Rtequlruesient
('edti 9827h1 Vemelor (tert~ies to 264102

---- Tereininals Mii.-T-71126 Vendor Meets MIL-T?9128 All Qualified
Amip, liee. Wiro - Elea., Termnatele su floo avee MU25tiM
Code 110779 Eqlutealetets.

---- Slueves -MIL-F-215tl9 Vendor (dPI. 214106 Qualified
Tnims, & liits (irouneinng Wwhath
(Code, 507304

840 tIN I Cable-Ritioec MIL-W-50416 Wire Motts 50641 Excopt lies btraidedl Qmalfiei
J20l (IN I lipevuiaI Purpotee Shkeld
(Rtyan Mat Cudel

all 2ii Cable - Live.. MIL-W-?iIS Wire Muesta 7139 Eaeeepi Has liraldedl 4"alteld2l 201 1Wca upoeSil
pla Ma cow)-...---".te
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TABLE 16 (Continued)

MMG. PART NO. SPCI- IQVAUIICATM)
WItIL COPS NO. PART? AM CAON CONPMUACK DATA 11IATIA

ELECTRICAL SYTXM (Ce66ima4

82006$)N XXXX Wife - Cleo. MIL-W-100?S ProCewment per QPL 16674 Qualifted
IMYaa Mal coda) cowo oe

WI 6526 'Ibermooomple Lend NIL-W-1145 Vuetor QPL 6545 Qualified
Revere Corp. Ar/omalcm.
Code 66625

WI 6620 Thbrma~aoootleLad MIL-W-650,6 Veaomr[QPL 646 Qualified

wc 4102rP 1ernmoeo.~e Load MIL-W-5546 Vernier QPL 54144 Qmaifi#W
Rever. op Chro/Alum

WC 6663 Thermuouqpleoa MIL-W-GW4 Veindor (.ILG 655qualmfd
new.,. Carm. Cbro/Alurn
code 665

MP M6 gabe. Ciro" Irealer MAIL-C-1146 Venodr QPL 5446 Qualified
M..S. Prod., be.
Code 7634

U. &. Time, P/1 Tb,. Axisa how RPam. p U.S8. Time Corp. Teeo Preaeodwo (006111101
30666- United Gyro Ammondily $LD-X-6614 5U. 3.1. 1642)
Sd. Tie 710Corpý Alye Reporet IT-i 1IN
cod sh 66) U.. & imm Carp. CortWeet~a of

RMy Cloctromie. L&%*IblIe Ityn aam - Ryon Aeruaeiaiel Co. cor"I'MekIojof Qualmood
P/N H*163-01 Crw ei A6eftwJAY 6oc1)-At616 C." mem

PNIJPIJIAIO S1YNTIEM

Aver~lbs Wam Ow Fee, -. Qualfelfsroe 40W as. Ev.ble
rob oll TW. Vecafty Appose. 136boaft

I 6655-3 man*". W0100041-3 1se14 e.5 66l-e
116 Do-

64 64 0". TWDsie .gmmseTm vd

on5-i -1 IValve - Air CUA OWU OM1 IN M"
Imb ch -44,ma
(.166 "VIA

A 668 P"e Jew6 Aenp. Ism 10444 Treed An emt~ aft P"A in on~e
Aorefte. Qmmlmemias a. a.. K£af to"
Cob 111014 Pee Op M. 15*6ftmm
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TABLE 16 (Continued)

MFG. PADT NO. Iptif[- QAfCT)Ufa. CD0E1 No. PART? NAME ICATIO7N COMPLIANCE DATA STATUS

PROPULSION SYSTEM f(Callmied)

4280691 Sat- Fleax - BCD P0021 50 Hr.,* Coetlaowme 100% Rated Load, Qualified
Western Gear Acc, Drive Quallflcalloo Run an Simulator Prior
Code 07190 to Fligt.

4281011 Ger Box - Fan BCD P0026 Samie as Above. Qualified
Western Omear Amoy.
Code 01494

2FI-6-31867 Tamli Amoy. - Fwd., BCD P0027 Redar to Goodyear Quamllfoatlom Teask Qualified
0oodyssr ruestRpr No. 300
code 110I1I

---- sganlg &jrat. Fuel BCD P0026 Hater to Llquidomueter Quellfloatloa Qualified
Liquiadamnelr Teat Report No. 1R2062
Coda 34536 IT-1172

00-425 pump - Funl BCD P0025 Similar to 60-351 and 00-401 for Quelified
Itydroalre Hoawkar Performance Refer to Test Report
Code 61962 No. TPGO-425

V-14500-29 Valve - Air BCD P0030 simillar to Vd-14600 Valve "udiied
Valoor ohuto" Qualfed par Aeroeast Losh. Report

911 0487 No. 60426-?

F-4612 strainear Fuel BCD) P003 Manuactured to Meet F4612 andl Qualified
Microporous BCD P0035-1

X Cu" 14434

A-42220 Val"e - C40ec BCD POW0 Similar to Vinaaa P/N A40033 Qualified
V mks" lHot Air Ref Viaesi Ltr 5-25-04

.......- SC- P81138 Pending
Klckblll Rubdber Fireproof
code 16345

De t F - isCD P0646-1 Material per MIL-11-64411

Iuae. Flea Corp. 4-113" Dia. rslgame lelaanI
Cud.e 1000?

.... Dust - rlea WOI P0040-3 Malarial per MIL-0-4441
Slow Flea ('Dip 4-lil Dia, Flom* an teasit

RelieS- Preasur 1CO P0HZ-I Mieler to laftieat" of Similarity to "uldied
4-LVb Camp "dliied Relis P/N 1003 per lamps"

ENS& No. loss-"

CobDl lie Rep at No pa. 001100

..... Dst -OWI Ai BCD10041 Mbril pr AU 0171i
* .e.~ --- - -.~ ~ -A;



TABLE 16 (Continued) (

MFG. PART NO. .8PC A-
Mfa. A CODK NO. PANT NAME CATION COMPIUANC& DATA SATATUS

PROPULS ION SYSTEM tCoatinodo

---- - Fire BCD POO"4 pendi g
L.A. Bid. Rubber Resint"n
Code 64014 -,

669 saw - Ing. BCD P004 Similar to Convair 8u0 Beal Qualified
Cam. Hard Rubber Islet Duct
Cads 71643

-Blankt - BCD P0046 JM A-100 insulation Covered with Qualified
H. 1. Thoumpaun lsulatntal Div. Duct Cram Foil - Rea.
Code 78741

Insulatilon CD 110047 J-M A-100 Insulatien Covered with Qualified
IH. L Thompmsom betl. - Pitch Fan Crag Foll
Cods 78741 Duoi

2630906 Valve - Vent Float BCD P0032 Similar to Parker No. 111S-677179 Qualified
Parker Aircraft Ref. Qual. Test Report No. 1119-Q2404
Code 93003

lT-04N Transducer - MIL-T-23424 lil: QPL 25624-5 Qualified
U.S. Gage On Proas.
Code 61343

8TJGIOBA2 Transmitter - MIL-T-26200 Rls: QPL 26298 Qualified
G.E. Fuel Flow THO-C44
Code 07424

AV2461108 Valve - Fuel PendIho
Gen. Controls Shutoff
Code 13760

416-50 Cap - Fuel 3" MIL-C-7244 alo: QPL 7244-4 Qualified
Staw Aeru Dev.
Code 09321

428-2 Cap - Fuel al MIL-C-•*44 Similar to 416-60 Eixoept Sims Qualified
SMaw Aore Div. Modified
Code 901321

601700 Vave-lDrait Fuel Pundinh
Accessory Prod.
Code 96124

460-015-i6 Oasakot Mo 27 Peading
F, C. Wolfe Co. (la-k-O-Uaal a

Code 83260

3606-161) Coupllegf - Tub MIL-C-26014 Used and Approved for Military and Qualified
Wigins Commercial Aircraft by USAF uad
Code 79326 FAA

BAN 6445 peariWn - Mfgr. #peo. DOD Approved Source Qualified
Southwuet Prod, Non. Nall
Coda 61376 a

2 BHEM-4A Red god - MUgr. bo. I)WO Approved Source Qualified
Sautkwest Prod. MonO. Bal
Code 01316
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"I. TABLE 16 (Continued)

MFG. PART NG,. SPECIFI- UUICTOMFR. & CODE NO. PART NAME CATION COMPLIANCE DATA STATUS

PROPULSION SYSTEM fCoatleuad)

2 BREM-oA Rod End MWir. Spec. DOD Approved Source Qualified
Southwest Prod.

2 CodE -4 Ha37 d End Mfgr. Spec. 1D00 Approved Source Qualified}

SouthwestPrd
Code 81376

215314 Valve -None Tested and Used on a Commercial NOnle
-" Tavco Shuttle Check Aircralt

Code 9•221

F-8300-102 Switch - Float USAF or AND F-8300 Type Switch Qualification Test Qualified

Revere Corp. Spec. No. Rievero Ileporl No. 113 dated

Code 50625 WCLPI-3/ 8 January 1954
GIRG/8C

600-015-10 sNag---Sea| HAS 1598 Petnding QualIfied
F. C. Wolle Co.
codle H3250

143P025-1 Tank - Fuel IlIAD For Sloash and Vibrallon Tout Qualified
All Itel. Ooodyear Teal Report No. 304

b.

III
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